
UNITED STATES DISlRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISlRICT OF NEW YORK 

---------------------------------------------------------------------)( 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 

-and-

TilE VULCAN SOCIETY, INC.,for itself and on 
behalf of its members, JAMEL NICHOLSON, and 
RUSEBELL WILSON, individually and on behalf of 
a subclass of all other victims similarly situated 
seeking classwide injunctive relief; 

ROGER GREGG, MARCUS HAYWOOD, and 
KEVIN WALKER, individually and on behalf of a 
subclass of all other non-hire victims similarly 
situated; and 

CANDIDO NUNEZ and KEVIN SIMPKINS, 
individually and on behalf of a subclass of all other 
delayed-hire victims similarly situated, 

Plaintiff-Intervenors, 

-against-

TilE CITY OF NEW YORK, 

Defendant. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------)( 
NICHOLAS G. GARAUFIS, United States District Judge. 

MEMORANDUM 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

07-CV-2067 (NGG) (RLM) 

On August 1, 2011, the court began a bench trial with the purpose of supplementing the 

factual record in this case with additional evidence relevant to the need for and scope of 

permanent injunctive relief. The bench trial having concluded, this Memorandum constitutes the 
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court's findings of fact, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52( a), with respect to the 

need for and scope of permanent injunctive relief.1 

I. THE CITY'S FIREFIGHTER fiRING PROCESS 

A. Overview ofthe City's Multi-Stage Firefighter Hiring Process 

Until now, the litigation in this case has focused on the design and administration of the 

civil service examination the City ofNewYork ("City") uses to screen and select candidates for 

the position of entry-level firefighter in the Fire Department ofthe City ofNewYork ("FDNY"). 

But taking and performing well on the civil service examination is only the first step on the long 

road to becoming a New York City firefighter. Firefighter candidates who pass the written 

examination are placed in rank order on a civil service hiring list certified by the New York City 

Department of Citywide Administrative Services ("DCAS"). (Disparate Impact Op. (Docket 

Entry# 294) at 10-12.) Candidate rankings are based on the scores candidates received on the 

examination adjusted to include any bonus points awarded to candidates entitled to special 

credits (e.g., the New York City residency credit). (@ 

When the FDNY decides to appoint a class of probationary firefighters to attend the Fire 

Academy, the PONY's Candidate Investigation Division ("CID") contacts firefighter candidates 

in the order of their rank on the certified list, beginning with those firefighter candidates ranked 

highest on the list. @; Injunctive Relief Bench Trial Transcript ("Tr. ") at 20: 1-15.) In the 

In this Memorandum the court cites specific portions ofthe bench trial record to direct the reader to trial 
testimony or exhibits that are relevant to particular facts found by the court. The court's findings of fact are not 
based solely on these specific citations, however, but reflect the court's assessment of the trial record as a whole, 
including all testimony and exhibits admitted into evidence. Moreover, the court's assessment of the evidence 
presented at trial is influenced by the factual record established in earlier stages of the litigation, including the 
court's determination that the City's pass/fail and rank-order uses of Exams 7029 and 2043 had an unjustified 
disparate impact on black and Hispanic firefighter candidates (Disparate Impact Op. (Docket Entry# 294)), the 
court's conclusion that the City's repeated and knowing use of discriminatory testing procedures established the 
City's liability for a pattern and practice of intentional discrimination against black frrefighter candidates (Disparate 
Treatment Op. (Docket Entry# 385)), and the court's conclusion that Exam 60I9 was invalid because it was not job
related for the position of,entry-level frrefighter and had a disparate impact on black and Hispanic firefighter 
candidates (Exam 6019 Validity Op. (Docket Entry# 505)). (See Tr. at 963:24-964:25.) 
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post-examination screening phase CID is responsible for verifYing that each firefighter 

candidate satisfies the minimum requirements specified on the Notice of Examination issued by 

DCAS and the criteria for any special credits they claim, and investigates each candidate's 

character and fitness to be a firefighter. 2 (Tr. at 17:8-19:23.) Among the requirements specified 

on the Notice of Examination is the age requirement. To be eligible to apply to take the 

firefighter examination, firefighter candidat,es must be at least 17-and-a-halfyears old by the end 

of the exam application period, and must not have reached their 29th birthday by the beginning 

of the application period. 3 

CID summons a firefighter candidate for processing by mailing the candidate several 

forms with questions seeking details of his or her personal history and background. (Tr. 

at 21:10-22: 19.) The CID mailing instructs the candidate to bring the completed forms and 

certain listed documents to an intake intervi,ew with CID investigators. (llh) CID sends the 

intake forms to the mailing address provided by the candidate to DCAS when the candidate 

applied to take the examination. QQ.,) In some cases, three to five years may elapse between the 

date that a candidate gives DCAS his or her address and the date CID mails him or her an 

intake packet for further processing. (Tr. at 26:3-8.) When candidates apply to take the written 

examination, they are asked to update their mailing addresses with the City; but if a candidate's 

mailing address changes and the candidate does not affirmatively contact the FDNY to update 

his or her address, CID does not attempt to ~~ontact the candidate or otherwise track down the 

candidate's new mailing address. (Tr. at 24:7-27:3, 82:5-83 :9.) As a result, some candidates 

2 CID's role in the, post-examination screening phase is discussed more extensively in Section Ill. 

See New York City Dep't of Citywide Administrative Services, Second Amended Notice of Examination: 
Firefighter Exam No. 2000, I (July 15, 2011), available at 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcas/downloads/pdf/noes/201202000000.pdf. 
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who are sent intake forms never receive them and do not know that they have been called to 

advance to the next step in the firefighter hiring process. (Tr. at 24:7-27:3.) 

If a firefighter candidate fails to report for the intake interview the candidate is not hired 

and his or her application for employment is denied with a "failed to report" designation.4 (Tr. 

at 22: 14-19.) A firefighter candidate who appears for the intake interview but fails to provide 

necessary information or documentation is advised to supply the information or documentation 

within two weeks. (Tr. at 28:3-29; 686: 1-687:23.) If the candidate fails to comply he or she is 

denied employment and given a "failed to cooperate" designation. (.!QJ Firefighter candidates 

are also required to appear to take a physical abilities test5 (Tr. at 33:18-34:4), to appear for a 

medical examination, and to appearfor a psychological assessment (Tr. at 33:4-34:24, 614:13-

18). If a candidate fails to complete any of those steps, he or she is denied employment and 

given a "failed to cooperate" designation. All together, the post-examination processing phase 

of the hiring process takes at least six months from the day the candidate is directed to report to 

CID until the day the candidate is appointed to the fire training academy. (Tr. at 685: 18-25.) 

B. Attrition During the Post-Examination Screening Phase of the Hiring 
Process 

Years elapse between the day that a firefighter candidate takes the civil service 

examination and the day the candidate is appointed a probationary firefighter. This has been 

true for decades. Testimony offered by current and former firefighters and fire officers at trial 

shows that firefighters routinely wait for years and pursue other careers while waiting to hear 

4 There was some confusion in the testimony as to the exact designations given to candidates who failed to 
complete various phases of the post-examination processing phase. (See Tr. at 687:1-8.) 

5 For Exam 7029 and Exam 2043 a "physical performance test" or "PPT'' was administered as part of the 
exam before the civil service lists from those exams were certified. For Exam 6019, a Candidate Physical Ability 
Test ("CPA T'') was administered separately after the results of the written examination were used to create the civil 
service hiring list and as part of the post-examination screening phase. (Disparate Impact Op. at I O-Il; Exam 6019 
Validity Order at 6; Tr. at 33:18-34:4.) 
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from the FDNY. Chief of Department Edward Kilduff took the firefighter exam in 1971 and was 

not appointed to the fire training academyuntil1977. (Tr. at 1239:4-21.) Fire Lieutenant 

Michael Marshall and retired Fire Lieutenant Sheldon Wright both took the test to become a 

firefighter offered in 1977, and both were appointed firefighters in 1982. (Tr. at 430:25-431:5, 

433:3-5, 965:24-966:2, 966: 18-24.) Lieutenant Marshall worked as a member of the Carpenters 

Union while waiting five years to be appointed (Tr. at 966:25-967:4), and Wright was still in 

college when the FDNY called him for processing (Tr. at 433:19-435 :22). Fire Captain Paul 

Washington took the test offered in 1982, but was not appointed a firefighter until 1988. (Tr. 

at 1011:19-1 012:20.) While he waited six years to become a firefighter, Captain Washington 

worked as an air traffic controller for the Federal Aviation Administration in Anchorage, 

Alaska, and as a field geologist in Los Angeles, California. (Tr. at 1013:6-17.) Firefighter John 

Coombs took the written examination in 1992 but was not appointed until 1999. (Tr. at 166: 11-

14, 170:6-9.) Firefighter Rusebell Wilson took Exam 7029 (administered in 1999) and was 

appointed in 2003. (Tr. at 1084:14-19.) Wilson worked as a track worker for the New York City 

Transit Agency and an aircraft mechanic while waiting four years to be appointed. (Tr. 

at 1086:7-1087:11.) 

These examples are consistent with the results of research performed by Columbia 

University graduate students who assessed the FDNY's hiring and recruitment practices. In 

2003 and 2004 Master of Public Administration ("MPA") students in workshops at Columbia 

University's School for International and Public Affairs ("SIPA") collaborated with the FDNY 

to research and critique the FDNY's firefighter recruitment and hiring practices, resulting in a 

5 
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total of four reports tllat were provided to the FDNY in 2003 and 2004.6 One Colwnbia MPA 

workshop report compared the FDNY's hiring process to those used by other fire departments 

nationally and noted,the incredible length of the FDNY's hiring process relative to other major 

metropolitan fire departments in the United States. 

Several FDNY chiefs voiced concern that the length ofthe candidacy process was 
a particular impediment for individuals who do not have a family tradition of 
firefighting. New York City offers written and physical exams to become a 
firefighter every four years, the least frequently of any of the departments we 
examined. After the candidates take the exams, the waiting time between the 
exams and appointment to Academy is nearly two years longer in New York than 
in any other city that was studied. Boston, Los Angeles, Miami, and San 
Francisco offer the written exam every two to three years, while Phoenix and San 
Antonio administer their written exams annually .... 

FDNY offers the written exam the least often and has the longest interim period 
between test-taking and appointment to the academy. 

(Colwnbia MPA Workshop Report, Def. Ex. 22 at 14-15.) Former Fire Lieutenant Sheldon 

Wright made similar observations based on his experience as an FDNY recruiter from the mid-

1990's through May 2002: 

The problem that we had in recruitment--speaking from my experience as a 
person running the recruitment effort-was that the time between a person 

6 The City originally provided all four Columbia MPA workshop reports to the court as Defendant's Exhibits 
21, 22, 23, and 24. (See NYC Witness and Exhibit List (Docket Entry# 686) at 5.) Initially Plaintiff-Intervenors 
sought to admit only one report, the first 2004 report (Defendant's Exhibit 23), as Plaintiff-Intervenors' Exhibit A. 
During subsequent questioning the court separately admitted Defendant's Exhibit 21. (Tr. at 283:12-285: 18.) At the 
end of trial the court admitted all four Columbia MPA Workshop reports and directed the City to include them all in 
the final exhibit binder. (Order on Motions in Limine (Docket Entry# 722) at 3.) The City did not do so, reasoning 
that it had tried to introduce the testimony of William Eimicke, Ph.D., in order to lay foundation for the reports but 
because the court had excluded him it has not had the chance to introduce them into evidence. (NYC Letter re 
Columbia Reports (Docket Entry# 727).) The problem with this argument is that the court, in ruling on the City's 
last-minute request to intrpduce Dr. Eimicke's testimony ~ Tr. at 1331: 10-1336:21 ), had already explicitly 
rejected it: 

The only reasons cited by the City for Dr. Eimicke's testimony are to admit into evidence the 
Columbia study reports and to respond to Captain Washington's testimony regarding the efficacy 
of radio advertisements, presumably based on the findings of the Columbia study. Plaintiff
Intervenors hav~ stated that they will consent to the admission of all the Columbia study reports, 
consequently, Dr. Eimicke's testimony is unnecessary and will be excluded. All of the Columbia 
study reports arereceived into evidence. 

I 

(Order on Motions in Li111ine at 3.) Plaintiff-Intervenors are correct: by "[a]// of the Columbia study reports" the 
court indeed meant all. (See Docket Entry# 728.) 
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signing up for that examination and showing up for their physical and showing up 
for their investigation and following through on all of these milestones that they 
have to get through, you lose people along the length of that process, you have an 
attrition process, and [you need to] do things to intervene, you know, to keep 
them in the process. 

(Tr. at 446:24-447:15, 456:16-458:18.) 

It is unsurprising that over the course of FDNY's long hiring process large numbers of 

firefighter candidate~ fall through the cracks between its numerous steps. ACID analysis of the 

disposition records for candidates who took Exam 7029 and Exam 2043 showed that "voluntary 

attrition" for candidates' "failure to report" and "failure to cooperate" is responsible for 

eliminating approximately 30% of firefighter candidates called for post-examination processing 

from further consideration. CID called 6,467 firefighter candidates who took Exam 7029 for 

post-examination pro¢essing. (Tow Dec!. (Docket Entry# 349) ~ 3.) Of those called, 564 

candidates failed to report. (IlL.~ 4.) An additional1,157 candidates reported to CID but 

subsequently failed to cooperate with CID's investigation and further processing. (Id. ~ 5.) An 

additional133 candidates voluntarily discontinued their candidacy. (IlL.~ 6.) All told, 1,854 

candidates, representing 28.67% of those called for further processing, did not advance in the 

hiring process for voluntary reasons. (Id. ~~ 7-8.) An additiona11,382 candidates were 

involuntarily disqualified from hiring based on the subsequent screening process. (Id. ~ 9.) The 

total attrition rate for candidates called for further processing by CID was 50.03%. (Id.) 

Following Ex!IID 2043, CID called 7,495 firefighter candidates for post-examination 

processing. (IlL.~ 1 0) Of those called, 1,848 candidates failed to report. (IlL.~ 11.) An 

additional340 candidates reported to CID but subsequently failed to cooperate with CID's 

investigation and further processing. (Id. ~ 12.) An additional166 candidates voluntarily 

discontinued their candidacy. (IlL.~ 13.) All told, 2,354 candidates voluntarily did not advance 

in the hiring process, I representing 31.41% of those called for further processing. (IlL.~~ 14-15.) 
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An additional 2,348 candidates were involuntarily disqualified from hiring. (I d. , 16.) The total 

attrition rate for candidates called for further processing by CIDwas 62.74%. (Id., 16.) 

The Director of CID, Dean Tow, testified that, in his experience, given the high rate of 

attrition among candidates who are called to report to CID, "[f]or every three candidates you 

look at one will make it through the process." (Tr. at 20:16-21 :9.) Thus, CID expects to call 

approximately 900-1 iOOO candidates for interviews when processing candidates for a 300 

firefighter academy class, and expects to conduct around 500 or more interviews, depending on 

the response rate. (Tr. at 85:25-86: 17.) 

C. Risk of Adverse Impact of Attrition 

The City had never assessed the effect of attrition in the post-examination hiring process 

for potential adverse impact on black or Hispanic firefighter candidates until this litigation 

began. (Tr. at 685:4"688:22.) In connection with litigation over the validity of Exam 6019 a 

statistician retained by the City, Christopher Erath, Ph.D., created a chart summarizing the 

racial distribution ofthose firefighter candidates who took Exam 6019 and who were not hired7 

by the City because they failed to report to their initial candidate screening interview.8 The 

Exam 6019 post-examination processing data showed that, ofthe firefighter candidates who 

were denied employment for failing to report for their intake interview, approximately 36% were 

black and 26% were white. (See Pl.-Int. Ex. T.) Thus, black firefighter candidates were 

approximately 40% more likely to be denied employment for failing to report than white 

7 Exam 6019 was administered in January 2007. One academy class of firefighters had already been 
processed and appointed off the eligible list in 2008 and another was being processed when the parties began 
litigating the validity ofE~am 6019 in the spring of2010. (See Exam 6019 Validity Order at 6.) 
8 At the bench trial the City conceded that Dr. Erath created the graph and consented to its admission into 
evidence. (Tr. at 22:20-24:6, 57:25-58:6, 227:10-228:4.) Indeed, the record reflects that the City attempted to 
introduce the same graph as a summary exhibit in connection with the Exam 6019 Validity Hearing. (See NYC 
Witness and Exhibit List for Exam 6019 Validity Hearing (Docket Entry# 473) at 5 (seeking to admit Exhibit F-1, 
titled "Summary by ethnicity regarding candidates who were disqualified for failing to appear").) 

' 

8 
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firefighter candidates. One of the Colwnbia MPA workshop reports also noted data tending9 to 

show that a similar djsparity had occurred in the Exam 7029 hiring process. 

There is a hijlher candidate attrition rate during the application process among 
non-White apiPiicants; 30% of applicants at the beginning of the February 1999 
exam (Exam 7029) were minorities yet they represent only 13% of those entering 
the Academy as of September 2003. 

' 

(Colwnbia MPA Wor)l:shop Report, Def. Ex. 21 at 8.) 

These attrition data are consistent with survey data obtained by the Colwnbia MPA 

students who researched the FDNY's recruitment and hiring practices. As part of the research 

for the two reports issued in 2003, the Colwnbia MPA students enlisted the FDNY's Office of 

Recruitment and Diversity ("ORD") to survey approximately 2,200 firefighter candidates who 

had passed Exam 2043 and were preparing for the physical fitness examination. (See Colwnbia 

MPA Workshop Repqrt, Def. Ex. 22 at 6.) The MPA students then analyzed a random sample of 

those surveys. (IQJ Based on survey responses obtained from candidates who passed Exam 

2043, the Colwnbia MPA students found that 

[t]he presenqe of relatives in the Department was a significant factor in an 
individual's decision to pursue a career in firefighting. The role of familial 
connections and the relationship to race was significant in the candidacy process 
as well: white, candidates were more likely to report that a parent or friend played 
a role in their; commitment to becoming a firefighter. 

In addition, candidates with relatives in FDNY were more likely than other 
candidates to have an accurate perception of how long it might take to be 
appointed to the Academy. The same is true for white candidates compared to 
African American and Hispanic candidates. Misperceptions among minority 
candidates about the length of time it will take to be appointed to the Academy 
may make them less likely to successfully complete the candidacy process. 

9 The report apparently does not distinguish between voluntary attrition (e.g., failure to report), and 
involuntary attrition (e.g.,, being found medically unqualified). But while these numbers for Exam 70291ikely do 
not specifically describe the racial breakdown of voluntary attrition, the large disparity between gross applications 
and gross fire training academy appointments tends to support the conclusion that a component of that gross 
disparity is a disparity in ~ates of voluntary attrition. 

9 
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Therefore, candidates without relatives in the Department, which by definition are 
also disproportionately minority candidates, seem to be at a disadvantage in the 
candidacy process. While we cannot conclude that misperceptions about the 
length of the candidacy process negatively affect retention, it is an area that 
warrants further study. 

(Columbia MPA Workshop Report, Def. Ex. 22 at 15-16.) 

The survey data reported in the Columbia MPA workshop report are consistent with the 

experiences ofFDNY officials involved in the post-examination screening phase of the hiring 

process. CID Investigator Iris Ramos made similar observations in a November 2004 

memorandum she sent to the Deputy Commissioner for Administration Douglas White: 

Many candidates will take and pass the firefighter written and physical exams 
only to drop <!Jut of the investigation. Our "minority" candidates are not familiar 
with the invcrstigation process and are easily intimidated. Other candidates 
receive guidance from family members or friends that work for the Department 
while the "minority" candidates very often do not know anyone that could 
provide guidance in this regard. "Minority" candidates have a greater likelihood 
of getting ca9ght up in hurdles and giving up on the process. I would suggest that 
the FDNY Recruitment Unit work in conjunction with the CID Unit to fill this void 
for "Minority" candidates. This can be easily achieved by inviting a 
representative of the Candidate Investigation Division (CID) to orientation 
sessions to discuss the investigation process and provide answers to frequently 
asked questions. 

(Tr. at 94:1-96:4; Pl.-Int. Ex. S at2.) 10 

Several FDNY officials testified that firefighters and fire officers remain actively involved 

in monitoring the progress of firefighter candidates who are their friends or family members-

even going so far as 1o attempt to intervene in the firefighter hiring process on their behalf. 

Dean Tow testified tHat fire officers and FDNY officials occasionally call or visit him to ask 

about particular fireJlighter candidates who are under investigation by CID and have potentially 

derogatory informatipn in their investigation files. (Tr. at 96:8-22.) It is unclear how frequently 

10 When asked about tbe memorandum, Tow said tbat he remembered having read it, but no actions were 
taken to address Ramos's! concerns. (Tr. at 94: 1-96:4.) Deputy Commissioner White testified tbat he could not 
recall reading the memor,ndum or discussing it witb anyone. (Tr. at 549:20-553:6.) 

10 
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this occurs because Tow does not record in a memorandum or in any other record whether he is 

contacted in this manner about CID's investigation of a particular candidate. (Tr. at 96:23-
, 

97:1.) 

Friends and f~ily members of firefighter candidates in the FDNY also involve 

themselves in discussions in the FDNY's Personnel Review Board ("PRB") of a candidate's 

character and fitness, to be a firefighter.'' Assistant Commissioner for Human Resources and 

PRB member Donay !Queenan testified that when members of the PRB know a firefighter 

candidate or know of a firefighter candidate under review they are allowed to say what they 

know about the candidate, participate in the PRB's discussion of the candidate, and vote on the 

candidate. (Tr. at 67fl:l-676:16.) The deposition testimony of !Queenan's predecessor, Sherry 

Kavaler, is illustrative of the influence a candidate's friends-and-family connection might have 

over the PRB's consitleration of firefighter candidates. 

LEVY: Was there any inquiry made whether anyone on the PRB 
panel knew the candidate? 

KA V ALER: If they knew the candidate, that would be a positive thing 
because they would bring insight into what was just on paper. 

LEVY: So it did happen that people knew the candidate? 

KAVALER: Yes. 

LEVY: How frequently did that happen? 

KA V ALER: I'm sure probably at every one or every other meeting there 
is some candioate that is known. 

LEVY: And did it ever happen that someone was a relative of 
someone on the PRB? 

' 

KA V ALER: 
1 

Not so much the relative of the PRB but maybe a relative of 
someone withjn the Fire Department that the PRB people knew. 

The PRB's role in the post-examination screening phase of the hiring process is discussed in more detail in 
Section III. , 

11 

11 
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LEVY: Were those people given that consideration? 

KAVALER: Yes. 

LEVY: And were they more likely to be passed? 

KAVALER: Yes. 

LEVY: What would be the nature of the conversations? 

KAVALER: Somehow or other, although I am very upset with my staff, 
it appears pe@ple knew who was going to PRB. It got leaked out of my CID area. 
No one would ever tell me who did or why. People knew what was going on and 
who was going to the PRB. You would have lieutenants and captains, whatever, 
posting chief pf department: This is the son of so and so, this is the son of so and 
so. I lived next door to him for years. He's a good guy. He just had a fight in a 

' disco. He got drunk. Someone made a pass at his girlfriend. He socked him. He 
did communio/ service. Something like that. Whatever it was. He beat his wife 
but his wife t~Jok him back so he shouldn't be considered a wife beater. He still 
could be a good firefighter. These types of things, that would be brought to the 
table and people would say I know this guy. He's a good guy. His son has got to 
come on the job. I will vouch for him. I will bring him into my office tomorrow. 
I'll read him ~e riot act, say he's getting the chance of a lifetime and he better 
own up to it and make us proud and we would hire him. 

LEVY: Were there certain topics that would come up routinely? 
Was there a sort of checklist at the PRB, what to look for? 

KAVALER: No, it wasn't a checklist or anything like that. You're 
dealing with a lot of Irishmen who are drunks and they get into bar fights and 
they get arr~sted and they get arrested again. They fight, they sock their 
girlfriends, th)s is the things that cause their records to pop up to us because they 
get arrested, ~ecause they fought with the police when they got arrested. This is 
boys being boys, that type of thing. 

(Tr. at 97:22-104:6; Pl.-Int. Ex. II at 366:18-367:16, 368:23-370:18.)12 

12 At trial the City ~bjected to portions of Assistant Commissioner Kavaler's deposition testimony on hearsay 
grounds. The court inclu<les Kavaler's deposition testimony solely for the non-hearsay purpose of showing that 
members of the PRB made references to candidates' relationships to members of the FDNY in PRB discussions. 
Whether or not the out-oftcourt statements by members of the PRB as to a candidate's relationship to a member of 
the FDNY are true, it is r~levant to the court's conclusions that members of the PRB thought that merely making 
statements to that effect would be relevant to the PRB's decision-making process. The court does not consider these 
out-of-court statements fo~ the truth of the matter asserted. 

12 
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D. Need for Attrition-Mitigation Plan 
' 

The evidence I shows-and the court finds-that the FDNY's hiring practices and 
' 

procedures have the effect of promoting significant rates of voluntary candidate attrition during 

the firefighter hiring process. 13 The FDNY's use of a multi-stage firefighter hiring process 

longer than any other in the SIPA reports significantly increases the proportion of firefighter 

candidates who will fail to proceed to the next step of the hiring process when called to do so. 
' 

(Columbia MPA Wo~kshop Report, Def. Ex. 22 at 14-15.) Indeed, retired Fire Lieutenant 

Sheldon Wright makes a good point in calling the FDNY's hiring process an "attrition process." 

The proportion of firefighter candidates who are not hired because they failed to report to CID 

or to cooperate with post-examination processing is so large-approximately 30%---that 

voluntary candidate attrition is, in effect, one of the most pervasive screening and selection 

devices relied upon lzy the FDNY in hiring entry-level firefighters. 

The City's usl: of voluntary candidate attrition to select firefighters is entirely 

inconsistent with the ~ity' s position that firefighters should be selected on the basis of merit. 

City officials have ro)ltinely maintained that the purpose of the firefighter hiring process is to 

select the best possible candidates to become firefighters; or in the words ofMayor Bloomberg: 

"I want to make sure that if my kids are in that building, I want the best-trained, smartest 

firefighter that we can possibly have coming through that door." (USA Request for Exam 6019 
' 

Injunction (Docket EJ;!try # 558) at 6, Ex. B (attaching NYI.com article reporting on a statement 

made by Mayor BlooJllberg in his weekly radio show).) 

13 The court uses tlie term "voluntary attrition" to describe applicants the City disqualified from further 
consideration and "involuntary attrition" to refer to applicants that the City fully processed and affirmatively 
disqualified. The court's use of"voluntary" should not be misunderstood as a finding that the City's policies and 
practices are not responsible for causing candidates to drop out of the post-examination screening phase. To the 
contrary, the court explicitly finds that the City's hiring policies and practices are directly responsible for causing 
candidates to drop out in significant numbers. 

13 
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But the City's use of voluntary candidate attrition does not select firefighters on the basis 

of merit. Not every qandidate who passes an examination to become a New York City firefighter 

is called for post-exap~ination processing. The numbers of people who take the City's firefighter 

examinations are extremely large, 14 and the City's firefighter hiring needs rarely cause it to 
' 

exhaust the entire fir~fighter list during the four year life of the certified list. 15 Because CID 

calls candidates for 11rocessing in the order they are ranked on the list, the candidates who are 

called for processing and disqualified for failing to report are among the most highly ranked 
' 

candidates on the civil service list. (fr. at 25:1-9.) Assuming for the sake of argument that 

candidates who score higher on the City's written examination will be better firefighters, 16 the 

City's reliance on himng policies and practices that promote voluntary candidate attrition 
' 

actually causes the City to hire candidates who are less qualified than the candidates they would 

hire if they had not dtopped out of the hiring process. It is entirely unclear why the FDNY uses 

such a long process tp hire firefighters when it is well aware that the process causes large 

numbers of potentiality qualified candidates to drop out before they can be screened. 

The FDNY's "se of voluntary candidate attrition to screen and select entry-level 

firefighters is relevant to this litigation because the evidence shows that the FDNY's use of 

attrition to select firefighter candidates will more likely than not have a disparate impact upon 

black firefighter candidates. The evidence shows that white firefighter candidates are 

significantly more lik~ly to have friends or family members in the FDNY maintaining contact 

14 ' See infra Table T at Section II.B. I. 
IS The one notable ~xception to this is Exam 7029. The firefighter candidates placed on the civil service Jist 
created from the results of Exam 7029, administered in 1999, were all called for processing as the FDNY struggled 
to rebuild after suffering tpe devastating Joss of 343 of its members in the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. 
(See Tr. at 25:14-25, 114$:1-14.) 
16 As the court has ~iscussed extensively in its opinions in this litigation, the City has yet to establish that any 
of its recent written firefighter examinations actually identity the candidates who are most qualified to become 
firefighters. ' 

14 
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with them and encoutaging them to persevere through the FDNY's inordinately long hiring 

process. 17 Black firefighter candidates are significantly less likely to have similar informal 
' 

support mechanisms 1available to them because of the City's history of using discriminatory 

testing procedures that systematically excluded black firefighter candidates from becoming 
' 

firefighters. The res~lt, according to the FDNY's data, is that black candidates who took Exam 

6019 and were called for processing were approximately 40% more likely than white candidates 

to be disqualified for;failing to report to CID. It is clear that, the FDNY's use of voluntary 

candidate attrition, unless sufficiently mitigated by policies and practices designed to encourage 
' 

firefighter candidate~ to participate and persevere through the hiring process, will serve to 

perpetuate the undedepresentation of blacks in the ranks of the FDNY. 
I 

While the court has doubts about the continuing viability of a "merit-based" hiring 

process that operates. on the assumption that 30% of candidates will voluntarily drop out, the 
' 

more immediate concern for the court is the short-term efforts the City will make to ensure the 
' 

lowest attrition rate possible during the processing of candidates who will take Exam 2000. 

Commendably, Assis~ant Commissioner Maglione has already taken some action to mitigate the 

voluntary candidate attrition rate. Maglione testified that when she was hired in 2006 one of the 

first things she did w~s to assess the places in the hiring process where firefighter candidate 

attrition occurs. (fr.1at 285:11-287:13.) As a result of that analysis Maglione determined that a 

large number of appljcants who paid a fee to take the exam did not actually end up taking it. 

(14,) Maglione decre~sed attrition on the Exam 6019 test day by making robo-calls to applicants 

using pre-recorded messages from then-Fire Commissioner Nicholas Scoppetta. (Id.) She also 

used the recruitment phone bank to make reminder calls to applicants up until test day. ilih) 

17 These factual co~clusions are reinforced and supported by similar conclusions explained in the section of 
these Findings of Fact detailing the effect of friends-and-family connections on firefighter candidate recruitment. 
See infra Section II.B. I. I 

15 
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Assistant Commissioper Maglione stated that while she was successful in shrinking the attrition 

rate, she was not as successful as she would have liked. (llb) Maglione testified that she plans 

to use these tactics !llld others to get as many applicants as possible to actually take Exam 2000. 

(Tr. at 392:1-395:1 L) 

In 2008, follo\wing the certification of the list of candidates who took Exam 6019, CID for 

the first time adopteq a practice of sending the list of candidates who failed to report to their 

intake interviews to the FDNY's Office of Recruitment and Diversity for follow-up. (Tr. at 22:4-

19, 90:3-15, 394:11-395: 11.) CID did so at the request of Assistant Commissioner Maglione. 

(Id.) Maglione testified that she personally calls each firefighter candidate who fails to report to 

his or her intake interview and has a personal conversation with each of them about the job. 

(Id.) Before Maglioqe instituted this new process, CID made no effort to follow up if a candidate 

failed to report because DCAS provided only the candidate's mailing address to CID. (Tr. 

at 24:7-27:3.) Maglione also testified that she among other efforts used the phone bank 

operation to encourage candidates who took Exam 6019 and were called for processing to 

attend a 12-step traiqing program for the CPAT at the fire training academy on Randall's 

Island. (Tr. at 285:ll-287:13.) 

Assistant Colljlmissioner Maglione's efforts to decrease the voluntary candidate attrition 

rate show promise. Although Maglione did not say what her goals with respect to attrition were, 
' 

she did state that she!had not been as successful as she hoped with Exam 6019, implying that she 
' 

has a goal in mind for mitigating voluntary candidate attrition. If the FDNY provides its Office 

ofRecruitment and Diversity ("ORD") with sufficient resources to carry out Maglione's plans to 
' 

mitigate voluntary candidate attrition, the City may succeed in significantly limiting or 

16 
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eliminating the adverse impact upon black firefighter candidates caused by City policies and 

practices that promote voluntary candidate attrition. 
' 

II. FIREFIGHTER RECRUITMENT 

Primary resppnsibility for firefighter candidate recruitment lies with the ORD, headed by 

Assistant Commissiojler Michele Maglione. Maglione has led the FDNY's recruitment efforts 

since joining the FD1NY in January 2006, and supervised the recruitment campaigns for Exams 

6019 and 2000. (Tr. iat 231:20-232:12, 235:18-236:14.) In addition to recruiting firefighter 

candidates, ORD is responsible for recruiting for the titles of EMf, paramedic, and fire 

' 

protection inspector, land runs several programs, including the FDNY's diversity training 

program, a leadership training program for teenagers called the Fire and EMS Explorers 

program, and the FqNY's affiliation with the FDNY High School. (Tr. at 232: 13-25.) 

A. A Re11ent History ofFDNY's Recruitment Campaigns 

The FDNY's recent recruitment campaigns show that, slowly but surely, the FDNY has 

made significant improvement in its efforts to recruit firefighter candidates over the last I 0 
' 

years. 

I. Recruitment Campaign for Exam 2043 

Firefighter Jdhn Coombs, the current president of the Vulcan Society, was involved in the 
' 

FDNY's recruiting efforts for the two most recent examinations prior to Exam 2000: Exam 2043, 

administered in Decef8ber 2002, and Exam 6019, administered in 2007. (Tr. at 170:8-17.) He 
' 

became involved in r~cruitment after he was injured in a car accident and placed on light duty, 

not long before the City administered Exam 2043. (Tr. at 170:18- 171 :7.) Coombs's light-duty 
' 

assignment was to work as a recruiter. (@ During the FDNY's recruitment campaign for 
' 

Exam 2043, approximately 20 firefighters were assigned to work as essentially part-time 

17 
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recruiters. (Tr. at 17i7:3-13.) None of the firefighters were given any training before being 

assigned to recruit awplicants for the exam. (Tr. at 174:25-176: 15.) As a result, firefighters did 

not necessarily know; the answers to potential applicants' questions about the firefighter 
' 

' selection process anq recruiters sometimes gave them incorrect information. (Id.) With the 
I 

exception of a battalipn chief who led the recruitment effort and one firefighter permanently 

assigned to the unit, all of the firefighters the FDNYused to recruit applicants for Exam 2043 
' 

had been injured an<t like Coombs, had been given recruitment as a light-duty assignment. (Tr. 
' 

at 172:11-174:24.) The injured light-duty firefighters were frequently excused from their 

recruitment duties to 1receive physical therapy. iliD 

The FDNY'~ recruitment campaign for Exam 2043 was hampered by poor preparation 
' 

and a lack of resourcrs. The recruitment unit was assigned two vans, one of which was used 

exclusively by the Battalion Chief in charge of the unit. (Tr. at 176:16-177:2.) Firefighters sent 
' 

to recruit at different ievents and venues spread around the City had to share a single van to get 

there. (Tr. at 171 :16li 72:10.) But the van was not used exclusively for recruitment activities; 
' 

one firefighter used the van to chauffeur other firefighters to their physical therapy 

' appointments. (Tr. at 176: 16-177:2) When the recruiters finally arrived at their assigned events 

they had flyers and jqb applications to pass out, but no tables to put them on, no chairs to sit in, 

and no pens that app1icants could use to fill out the applications. (Tr. at 171:16-172:1 0.) NYPD 

recruiters attending the same events had tents, tables, chairs, and pens. (Id.) Despite the well-
' 
' 

known and long-stan~ing rivalry between the two uniformed services, the NYPD recruiters at 

one event allowed the FDNY recruiters to sit with them. (Id.) 

During the re¢ruitment campaign for Exam 2043, the FDNY recruiters focused on 

recruitment events and venues in predominantly minority communities and worked with a few 

18 
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different connnunity ?rganizations to find recruitment opportunities. (Tr. at 178:2-179:4.) 

According to Assist~t Commissioner Maglione, ORD records show that the recruiters worked 

278 events in the conlmunity during the recruitment campaign for Exam 2043. (Tr. at 319:17-
1 

320:10.) At these ev~nts FDNY recruiters collected expressions of interest from approximately 
' 

23,000 people. (Id.) '1 The recruiters also put up recruitment posters around the City, and the 
' 

Arnell Group, an adJertising agency, donated time to create a television advertisement for the 
I 

' campaign that ran a few times. (Tr. at 179:5-15.) 
I 

' 

Separate from the FDNY' s recruitment effort, the Vulcan Society pursued its own 
I 

campaign to recruit tpplicants to take Exam 2043. The Vulcan Society raised money to run 

radio ads and sent as many as 40 of its members to recruit at connnunity events on the weekends. 
' 
' 
' 

(Tr. at 179:16-180: 11.) The Vulcan Society used some of the FDNY's recruitment literature but 
' 

mostly funded their effort themselves. (Id.) 
I 

' 

2. i Recruitment Campaign for Exam 6019 

I 

In 2006 the FDNY asked Coombs to work on an overtime basis as a recruiter for the 
' 

Exam 6019 recruitm~nt campaign because he had experience from the Exam 2043 campaign. 
I 

(Tr. at 182:6-19.) Tile FDNY's effort for Exam 6019 was, in Coombs's opinion, "a leap forward 
' 

from what had been qone in the past." (Tr. at 182:20-183: 17.) Under the leadership of Michele 

Maglione, then the Director of Recruiting (Tr. at 231:20-232: 12), the FDNY invested in print 
' 

advertising, assigned: additional vehicles and firefighters to the recruitment unit, increased the 
' 
' 
' 

number of events an~ venues at which they recruited, and paid overtime to firefighters to work 
' 

recruiting events so they had an incentive to be there. (Tr. at 182:20-183: 17.) The FDNY also 
I 

engaged in a running! dialogue with the Vulcan Society and implemented some of its suggestions 

for recruiting black applicants. (.!lh) During the recruitment campaign for Exam 6019, ORD 
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recruiters worked approximately 2,600 recruitment events and collected expressions of interest 

from51,000people.I(Tr. at319:17-320:10.) 

The Vulcan S?ciety again ran its own recruitment campaign in addition to the FDNY's. 

The Vulcan Society's 1 efforts included raising money to run ads on radio stations they believed 
I 

had large audiences Fong young black and Hispanic listeners and sending their members to 

recruit in minority c~unities throughout the City. (Tr. at 183 :18-184:23.) 
' 

3. : Recruitment Campaign for Exam 2000 

At the time oflher testimony, Assistant Commissioner Maglione supervised a staff of 64 
I 

people, including 29 temporary workers who staff a recruitment phone bank, 4 firefighters on 

' 

light duty, and I 0 fir~fighters detailed to ORD for 2 months18 to assist in the campaign to recruit 

' 

firefighter candidates to take Exam 2000. (Tr. at 233:4-25.) The 14 firefighters on light duty or 
I 

detailed to ORD all worked as recruiters. (Tr. at 234:1-23.) They were supplemented by a 
' 

"recruitment cadre" pf approximately 800 firefighters and fire officers trained as recruiters and 

who are paid overtime to staff recruitment events year-round. (Tr. at 385:25-386:23.) Over 180 
I 

members of the recruitment cadre self-identifY as black, and 55 members identifY as members of 

the Vulcan Society. {irr. at 343:1 0-344:4.) ORD does not employ any full-time permanent 

recruiters outside of ~e examination application period, and relies on the recruitment cadre to 
' 

work overtime at recifuitment events. (Tr. at 235:8-17.) Maglione believes that part-time 

recruiters benefit the !recruitment effort by bringing in "fresh energy" to what can be a grueling 

full-time job. (Tr. at ~42:23-243 :21.) 
' 

ORD's vehiclf fleet currently features several late model cars including a Volkswagen 

Routan and Nissan Quest donated to the FDNY by Howard Koeppel, who is a member of the 

18 Although the ex¥nination application period opened on July 15, 2011, the 10 firefighters were not detailed 
to the recruitment effort Until July 25, 2011, 10 days into the application period. (Tr. at 235: 19-25.) 

I 
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board of directors of~e non-profit FDNY Foundation. (Tr. at 265:8-269:23, Pl.-Int. Ex. J.) 

The vehicles were ma'de available to ORD not long after Assistant Commissioner Maglione 
' 
I 

wrote an email and 1emorandwn to Deputy Commissioner White and Commissioner Scoppetta's 

Executive Officer in January 2008 deploring the perilous condition of the vehicles used by ORD 
I 

staff to perform recr~iting work. (Id.) Assistant Commissioner Maglione testified that since she 
' 
i 

wrote that email those vehicles have been replaced. 00 
I 

In contrast wi~ previous years, ORD now recruits year-round, regardless of the timing 

' of the next entry-level firefighter examination. (Tr. at 921 :4-22.) As part of this effort, between 
I 

January 201 0 and A~gust 2011, ORD used its recruitment cadre to staff approximately 6,196 

events to increase thd visibility and public awareness of the FDNY as an employer in advance of 
I 

Exam 2000. (Tr. at 2~5:8-17, 242:5-18.) This represents a sizeable increase from the 2,600 

recruitment events ob staffed leading up to Exam 6019. (Tr. at 244:14-245: I, 319:17-
1 

320:1 0.) During the recruitment events preceding the open application period for Exam 2000, 

' 

ORD recruiters obtaihed expression-of-interest forms from approximately 130,000 potential 
' 

applicants in which each potential applicant indicated how likely they were to apply for the next 

firefighter examinatidn and provided their contact information. (Tr. at 249:24-251:2,259:15-
1 

260:4,319:17-321 :24.) Those 130,000 expressions of interest are more than double the 51,000 
' 

expressions of interesf the FDNY obtained in advance of the application period for Exam 6019. 

(Tr. at 319:17-321 :24.) When DCAS opened the application period, ORD sent an email "blast" 
' 
' 

to all those who expnjssed interest in taking the next firefighter examination to notifY them of 
' 

their opportunity to do so. (Tr. at 345:3-350:4, Def. Exs. 8, 11.) Throughout the application 
' 

period ORD's phone bank operators used the contact information obtained from the expression
! 

' 

of-interest forms to c~ll people who stated they were likely to apply in order to persuade them to 
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do so. (.!Q) ORD's phone bank now uses a more efficient computer-based system, which makes 
' 

it much easier for operators to record in a computerized database whether particular individuals 
I 

who have expressed ipterest need to be contacted again in order to persuade them to file 

applications. (Tr. at (345:9-348:6, Def. Ex. II.) 

After the application period for Exam 2000 opened, ORD sent recruiters into the field 
I 

with Wi-Fi equipped laptops to help potential applicants enroll on the spot using DCAS's online 
' 

application system. (lfr. at 249:24-251:2,292:23-294:2, 382:4-386:23, Def. Ex. 10.) These 

' 

mobile filing sites were located throughout the City but were focused in areas with 
I 

concentrations ofblafk and Hispanic residents. (See Def. Ex. 10.) Because DCAS's online 

application system required applicants to pay the application filing fee using a debit or credit 
' 

card, ORD' s recruiters at these filing sites carried prepaid VISA gift cards that they sold to 

potential applicants, thus allowing applicants who did not have credit or debit cards to use 
I 

DCAS's online examlapplication system. (Tr. at 382:4-386:23, Def. Ex. 10.) 

The Exam 20Jo advertising campaign focused on the salary and benefits firefighters 
I 

receive, and prominertly featured black, Hispanic, and female firefighters to encourage 

individuals from thos~ underrepresented groups to apply for Exam 2000. (Tr. at 365:21-368:2, 
' 

370:4-373:24, 387:5i388:17, Def. Exs. 7, 28.) ORD placed nearly $900,000-worth of insertion 

orders for print and dnline advertisements in approximately 70 publications and several 
I 

' 

websites, and purcha~ed $498,000 in radio advertising on radio stations popular with young 

black and Hispanic p~ople. (Tr. at 354:13-360:3,365:21-368:2, Def. Ex. 9.) ORD concentrated 
' 
' 

its print, radio, and web advertising campaign around the open application period for Exam 
I 

' 

2000 in order to mak\: the most effective use of its approximately $1.3 million advertising budget. 

' (Tr. at 260:5-14.) For Exam 2000 the Arnell Group once again donated its services designing 
I 
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' 

the recruitment camJaign's branding and advertising strategy. (fr. at 360:4-361:14, 365:21-
1 

368:2, 373 :4-24.) 'f1le Arnell Group indicated to the FDNY that it provided approximately 

' 

$56,000, in pro bon9 services during 2011. (Tr. at 368:3-369: 11.) 

' 

In addition to the advertising campaign and field work performed by ORD' s recruitment 
I 

cadre, Fire Commis~ioner Salvatore J. Cassano ("Cassano") himself became personally 

involved in the Exam 2000 recruitment campaign. (Tr. at 857:18-858:9.) Commissioner 
I 

Cassano helped launf:h the recruitment campaign with an appearance at The Reverend Floyd 

Flake's church, the Greater Allen A.M.E. Cathedral of New York in Jamaica, Queens. (Tr. 
' 

I 

at 375:5-378:21, Del Ex. 13.) He has also visited several other black churches and military 
I 

recruiting events in ~effort to improve the recruitment of black and Hispanic firefighter 
I 

candidates to take E~am 2000. (Tr. at 857:18-858:9.) 
I 

' 

The City signlficantly increased its financial investment in the Exam 2000 recruitment 
I 

campaign over the r~sources it allotted for the Exam 6019 recruitment campaign. Assistant 

Commissioner Maglibne testified that she had originally been allotted $717,000 for overtime 
I 

expenses, but the CitY was allowing her to spend a great deal more in overtime to recruit for 
' 

Exam 2000. (fr. at ~80: 13-381 :4.) As of the date ofMaglione's testimony, ORD had already 
' 

' 

spent $2.5 million on! overtime expenses with 7 weeks left in the application period for Exam 
I 

2000. (Tr. at 380:13~381 :4, 243:22-246:15.) This represented an increase over the $1.7 million 

ORD spent on overture for Exam 6019 in all of2006. (Tr. at 243:22-246: 15.) For Exam 2000, 

Commissioner Cassa\10 made an exception to FDNY policy and allowed ORD to continue using 

members of the recn1~tment cadre who had already hit the FDNY's per-person overtime cap. 

I 

(Tr. at 264:20-265:7.~ For Exam 2000 ORD spent $1.3 million on advertising up from the $1.0 
' 

million ORD spent on advertising for Exam 6019. (Tr. at 243:22-246:15.) These financial 
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I 

resources are in addlion to ORD's baseline $1.4 million annual budget for ORD's ordinary staff 

expenses. (Tr. at 243:22-246:15.) 
I 

' 

In a refreshing departure from the testimony and declarations the court has received 
I 

I 

from other City officials in this case, Assistant Commissioner Maglione acknowledged at trial 
I 

' 

that the FDNY's recrritment efforts could be better. (Tr. at 406:23-407:14.) Maglione 

explained that in an dffort to improve on the ORD's recruitment efforts, she sends supervisors 
I 

' 

into the field to evalu~te her recruiters, has sought advice from NYPD recruiters, and compares 
i 

the FDNY's achievements to the NYPD's. (I!!) The ORD holds a yearly recruitment retreat 
I 

' 

where FDNY recruitrpent staff talk about the work they did, identifY what worked well and what 

did not, discuss ways
1

they can improve, and set goals for the future. (Tr. at 391:15-25, 400:17-
1 

401 :16.) Maglione efplained that "[t]his is a work in progress for us where we are always 

going to measure agJinst our own success to improve upon." (Tr. at 406:23-407: 14; see also 
I 

Tr. at 262:19-263 :6.)! Since Assistant Commissioner Maglione joined the FDNY, however, ORD 
I 

' 

has not researched the recruitment tactics and strategies used by other fire departments to 
I 

' 

increase the number ffblack and Hispanic firefighter applicants, nor has it consulted a publicly 

' 

available survey ofb¢st practices created by a consulting firm and the International Association 
I 

of Firefighters, or e~loyed an expert to advise it on the best methods for recruiting potential 
I 

I 

black and Hispanic firefighter applicants. (Tr. at 260:22-262:4.) 
I 

B. Areas I of Concern and Room for Improvement 
' 

Despite the FJi)NY's recent improvements in recruiting black and Hispanic firefighter 
' 
' 

candidates, there rerrjain areas of concern and room for improvement. 
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1. Importance of Sustained Remedial Recruitment 

The City's re~ent investments in firefighter recruiting have produced significant 
I 

increases in the nwn!fer of black and Hispanic applicants for the entry-level firefighter 

examination as com+red to previous recruitment campaigns. Table I compares the 

unprecedented nwnb¢r of applicants who signed up to take Exam 2000 to the size of the 
I 

applicant pools for ptevious firefighter examinations administered by the City. Table 2 shows 

the racial compositioh of each applicant pool in terms ofthe percentage of each racial group's 
I 

representation in the rpplicant pool as a whole. 

' Table 1. Size of aDDiicant DOols for each firefiahter examination b aDDiicant race. 
~plicants Applicants Applicants Applicants Applicants Test Takers19 

Race lfor Exam for Exam for Exam for Exam for Exam for Exam 7022 
~000 120121 6019120071 2043120021 7029 {19991 0084119921 119871 

WHITE 31,014 17,379 17,732 15,819 29,370 24,028 
BLACK I 14,122 5,759 2,971 3,067 3,388 3,629 

HISPANIC I 14,110 5,810 2,165 2,595 3,734 3,387 
ASIAN/PACIFIC 1,900 659 396 263 223 159 ISLANDERS 

AMER. 293 91 19 54 200 N/A INDIAN/ALASKAN 
OTHER/NOT 0 265 584 1,023 2,953 2,248 IDENTIFIED 

TOTAL ! 61,439 29,963 23,867 22,821 39,868 33,451 
Source: Exam 2000 & Ex$m 6019 Applicant Data (Docket Entry# 732) Exs. 2-a, 2-b; Pl.-lnt. Ex. E2D; Del. Ex. 21 at 19. 

19 Prior to 1991, th~ City of New York did not collect demographic information from exam applicants; 
demographic data for Exaln 7022 are available only for those applicants who actually took the exam. (See Pl.-lnt. 
Ex. Eat EEPC 0462.) : 
20 Plaintiff-lnterve9ors' Exhibit E was admitted into evidence by the court subject to a relevance objection 
from the City. That objecfion is denied. (See Tr. at 931:21-935:9, 1450:15-1451:12, Pl.-lnt. Ex. E.) 

I 

I 

I 
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Table 2. Racial for each examination. 

Race 

The 61,439 ap~,uc:mts who have applied to take Exam 2000 easily dwarf the number of 

applicants for the se1ond most popular firefighter examination that the City has offered in the 

last 25 years-Examl0084, administered in 1992. Notably, however, the number of white 

applicants for Exam 2000, 31,014, is similar to the number ofwhite applicants for Exam 0084, 
' 

I 

29,370. The major difference between the applicant pools for Exams 2000 and 0084 is the 
I 

number of black and !Hispanic applicants. There were approximately 21,000 more black and 
I 

Hispanic applicants for Exam 2000 than for Exam 0084-a 400% increase over the 

approximately 7,000 lblack and Hispanic applicants for Exam 0084. 

During the b~nch trial the City provided the court with periodic updates of the number of 
I 

applicants enrolled t~ take Exam 2000 compared to the number of applicants enrolled to take 
I 

Exam 6019 at the Srufe point during the open application period. (See Def. Exs. 25, 26, 31, 32, 

38, 39, 43A, 43B, 58.4., 58B, 58C.) Following trial and the conclusion of the Exam 2000 
' 
' 
' 

application period, tJie court asked the City to provide comprehensive applicant data for each 
I 

day during the applic~tion periods for both Exam 6019 and Exam 2000. The data provided by 
I 

the City break down tlhe total numbers of applicants for the two examinations by race and gender 
I 

21 See supra note 19. 
- I 
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I 

fu< ""' ''' oftho +""""" pori<>"- (Soo rum 2000 ""' &run 60 !9 Appli~t D"' &.. 1-

a, 1-b, 2-a, 2-b.) Sp~cifically, the data show the racial and gender breakdown of the applicants 
' 
' 

who applied each dar during the application period (id. Exs. 1-a, 1-b ), and the cumulative 

breakdown of the totfl applicant pool day-by-day during the application period (& Exs. 2-a, 2-

b). I 

Table 3 s~arizes and compares certain relevant features of these data. 
I 

I 

I 
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Days in Exam 
Application 

Period22 

Days 65-67 

% of Exam 6019 
Applications 

Filed During 7· 
Day Range 

22 The open applie~Jtion period for Exam 2000 was just over two months long, from July 15, 2011 through 
September 19, 2011. The!open application period for Exam 6019 was three-and·a·halfmonths long, running from 
August 7, 2006 through Nbvember 3, 2006. (See Exam 2000 and Exam 6019 Applicant Data Exs. l·a, l·b.) The 
City voluntarily extended ~e application period for Exam 6019 when it became clear that the City was not 
achieving the response from black and Hispanic applicants that the FDNY desired. (Tr. at 912:16·913:7.) This 
Table shows only 67 days, of the application period for Exam 6019 in order to compare it to the application period 
for Exam 2000, which waf 67 days long. The application period for Exam 6019 was 89 days long. (See Exam 2000 
and Exam 6019 Applicant: Data Exs. l·a, l·b.) 

I 
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I 

The data shot that for both Exam 6019 and Exam 2000 there was an initial surge in 

applications filed by jwhite applicants shortly after the application periods opened. During the 
' 

first three days of th, application periods, 74.45% of Exam 6019 applicants were white, while 

' 76.19% of Exam 20QO applicants were white. (See Exam 2000 and Exam 6019 Applicant Data 
I 

Exs. 2-a, 2-b.) Blacjs accounted for just 7.30% of Exam 6019 applicants and 5.07% of Exam 

2000 applicants durip.g the same three-day period. (!f!J The data show that the percentage of 
I 

daily applications fil~d by blacks increased significantly as the application periods for Exams 

6019 and 2000 prog~essed, but it increased much more quickly during the application period for 

Exam 2000 than for ram 6019. (I d. Exs. 1-a, 1-b.) 

The applican~ data strongly support evidence presented at trial that, in the absence of a 

formal FDNY recruiLent campaign, white firefighter candidates are significantly more likely to 

be recruited to appl)
1

for the firefighter exam through an informal friends-and-family recruitment 

network. The applicft data also strongly support evidence that these same informal friends

and-family recruitmdnt mechanisms are significantly less likely to result in the recruitment of 

I 

black firefighter can1idates because blacks are significantly less likely to have friends or family 

in the FDNY. This, ln turn, is a direct result of the City's longstanding use of discriminatory 

testing procedures th~t systematically excluded blacks from the FDNY. 

I 

TilE COURP And, and are there any other ways that people become 
interested in r the job as far as you know beside, you know, seeing the Fire 
Department dp its job in the neighborhood? 

' 

' CASSANO: : 
' 
' 

' 

Well, I mean, naturally, the old family members, friends. 

TilE COURT; That's a sort of-would you say that's a significant source 
of candidates ~o the Fire Department? 

CASSANO: I Sure. Well, it's a significant source of knowledge about the 
Department, £or sure, but I think that we've realized that and that's why we have 

' reached out i!il our last exam and then this one, for sure. I am certainly going to 
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be out there ir the next six weeks as much as I can to get the word out how good 
this job is. 

I 

(Tr. at 922:18-923 :61) Historically, the FDNY did not devote significant resources to actively 

I 

recruit firefighters. 23
1 It didn't need to. For generations New York City firefighters have been 

recruited at the dinnJr tabl~literally. (See Tr. at 1013: 18-25.) As Commissioner Cassano put 
I 

it, "the benefits ofth' job are ... told and handed down and ... they see the value of becoming a 

firefighter because, +u know, their father was a firefighter, their uncle was a firefighter." (See 

' 

Tr. at 926:4-14.) I 

I 

These accoun~s of the FDNY's informal friends-and-family recruitment network are 

I 

borne out in survey tta collected by the FDNY in collaboration with Columbia MPA students. 

Data obtained from a survey administered to firefighter candidates who had taken and passed 
I 

! 

Exam 2043 showed ttat 40% of male respondents and 33% offemale respondents had a relative 

in the FDNY. (ColuJbia MPA Workshop Report, Def. Ex. 22 at 6-7.) The 2003 MPA workshop 
I 

report titled "Projec, Diversity: Creating a Fire Department that Better Reflects New York 

City--Interim Report0' assessed survey data showing that white candidates are significantly 
I 

more likely to have a lfamily member in the FDNY than black candidates: 

23 

I 

Based on FONY' s racial composition, we expected that white male candidates 
who passed t!te written test and responded to the pre-physical exam survey would 
be more likely to report having friends and/or relatives in the Department. Our 
analysis of these survey respondents supported this assumption, with white 
candidates si~nificantly more likely than minority candidates to have a relative 
within the Department-among males, 50% of white candidates had a relative in 
the Departmept compared to 28% of Hispanic, 17% of African-American, and 6% 
of Asian candidates. 

' 

This familial I connection to the Department is significant because firefighter 
candidates often become interested in a career in the fire service due to their 
personal relationships with firefighters. Our analysis of survey data indicates 

' 

See supra Table I, Table 2, and Section li.A. 
- I 
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I 

that for all racial groups, friends and family members are the largest sources of 
recruitment 1nessages. However, disparities do exist between racial groups. 
White candidates are significantly more likely to be recruited by friends and 
family than $re minority groups. However, these recruitment percentages are 

' relatively hi~h for all of the groups: among male respondents, [ 66%] of white 
candidates rtlport being recruited by friends and family, as do 50% of Hispanics, 
40% of AfricJ.n Americans and 3 7% of Asians. 

(Colwnbia MPA Wo~kshop Report, Def. Ex. 22 at 11; see also Def. Ex. 21 at 21; Tr. at 877:20-

879:7, 880:6-881 :7 .)! When asked about the hypothesis that the lack of a friends-and-family 
I 

connection may mak¢ members of minority groups less likely to apply, Commissioner Cassano 
I 

conceded that it was 
1

rssible, and explained 

that's one of the reasons why I have been out, heavily involved in this recruitment 
' process, to let people in minority neighborhoods know the values of this job; and I 

have personapy taken on the opportunity to get as many people familiar with the 
benefits of the job. We did that in 2006 and we are continuing to do that. 

I 

I 
(Tr. at 880:6-881 :7 .)! 

The informal ~iends-and-family recruitment network offers a compelling explanation of 

tho 'PPii<Mt ru.ta f, Bum• 6il I 9 """ 2000. F m both &= 6019 md E=o 2000, tho ;,;tiol 

surge in applications, filed by white firefighter candidates in the early days of the exam 

application period wls followed by a steady increase in the percentage of daily applications filed 

by black firefighter cLdidates as the application period--and the FDNY's recruitment 
I 

campaign-progresstd. Moreover, the data show that the increase in the percentage of daily 

applications filed by plack firefighter candidates was much quicker and much greater during the 
I 

' 

FDNY's more robustlrecruitment campaign for Exam 2000 than during its relatively weak 
I 

' 

recruitment campaigt for Exam 6019. 

The informal friends-and-family recruitment network is race-neutral on its face; the 
I 

' evidence shows that ~lack firefighter candidates are also recruited by friends and family in the 

FDNY. Captain Paul Washington, who is black, exemplifies this tradition. Captain 
I 

I 

I 31 
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Washington's father his older brother, two older cousins, and an uncle were all firefighters 

when he applied to t~e the examination. (Tr. at I 013:1 8-25.) But reliance on informal friends

and-family recruitmJnt operates to disproportionately exclude blacks and to perpetuate the 

underrepresentation of blacks in the FDNY. This is so because the City's longstanding use of 

discriminatory tests to hire firefighters has systematically and disproportionately excluded black 

firefighter candidatel from the FDNY. Thus, potential black firefighter candidates are 
I 

significantly less lik~y to have a friend or family member in the FDNY who will recruit them 

informally to take thl examination. 

Fortunately, lhe applicant data prove that a formal remedial recruitment campaign can 

succeed in recruitinJ blacks to apply to take the firefighter examination in significant numbers. 

I 

The data show that af the FDNY's recruitment campaigns for Exams 6019 and 2000 progressed, 

and as the FDNY corlununicated its recruitment message to black and Hispanic communities, 
I 

black and Hispanic tplicants comprised an ever greater share of the daily applicant pool for 

those exams. Moreover, the applicant data show that when the FDNY makes a significant 

I 

investment of recruitiinent resources-as it did during its campaign for Exam 2000----black 

representation in the daily applicant pool increases much more quickly than for those campaigns 

in which it makes a small investment in recruitment-as it did in Exam 6019. 
I 

The court finJs by a preponderance of the evidence that the underrepresentation of black 
I 

firefighters in the FDNY-a direct result and vestige of the City's pattern and practice of 
' 

' 
' 

discrimination against black firefighter candidates-is responsible for making blacks 
I 

' 

significantly less like1Y to apply to become New York City firefighters in the absence of a formal 

recruitment programJ, Because friends and family in the FDNY are traditionally involved in 
I 

recruiting potential firefighter candidates to take the City's firefighter examination, whites are 

I 
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I 

significantly more liely to know about the examination and the benefits of the job than blacks.24 

In the absence of a robust and highly-organized remedial recruitment campaign, these facts 

guarantee, and the eldence in fact shows, that whites will-and d~r-apply to become 

firefighters in numb rs far greater than their representation in New York City, and that blacks 

New York City. Con equently, any policy or practice of the City ofNewYork that fails to 

I 

adequately recruit bllack persons to become firefighter candidates serves to maintain and 

perpetuate the effectJ of the City's discrimination against black firefighter candidates. 

2. Risk that Financial Support Will Falter 

When asked bout the sufficiency of the resources the City has committed to firefighter 

recruiting, Maglione I stated that 

We've pretty I much always gotten what we have asked for through the city and 
certainly thejurrent--and the past administration of the Fire Department that I 
have worked with since 2006 has been unbelievably supportive and given us 
everything w have asked for and said that we needed. 

(Tr. at 275:6-276:5.)

1 

Maglione explained that the ORD has "been given a lot of resources in

we have spent an a1llot of money in overtime. We-I would say we are resource heavy." (Tr. 

at 242:5-18.) 

Although Maglione believes the resources she has been given are sufficient, there is no 

indication that the refources she has been allocated to recruit firefighters for Exam 2000 are 

' 
' 
' 
' 

24 To be clear, the friends-and-family advantage also works to make black people with family members in the 
FDNY more likely to app11y to join the FDNY than black people without a friend or family member in the FDNY. 
The Exam 2043 survey d'ta presented in the Columbia MPA workshop reports-and Captain Washington's 
example----.show that famjly members are also a significant source of recruitment messages for black firefighter 
candidates. But on the wlwle, black people are significantly less likely to have friends or family in the FDNY 
because the FDNY's discriminatory hiring policies and practices have operated to systematically exclude blacks 
from the FDNY. I 
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tied to any objective ssessment ofORD's needs in the context of its goals. Indeed, there are 

I 

indications that the dity was unusually generous in budgeting for recruitment for Exam 2000. 

F" a"'"Pi•, ~--~ c_,,_ M•glioo• =ph"'=' ~ Jri& "' irnpo"""" of 

face-to-face interactifn between firefighter-recruiters and potential applicants to the success of 

ORD's recruitment eJrorts. (Tr. at 239:22-240:2.) Maglione explained that the most important 

"'PJX>rt ORD =·~t from "' FDNY i• ' l"g' o~rtimelrudget (f• . .t 245>2-10), md "' 

credited the FDNY's rommitment of"extensive resources" in the form of overtime for ORD's 

improvement in its e~orts to recruit for Exam 2000 (Tr. at 242:5-18). During the recruitment 

campaign for Exam 21000 ORD's overtime budget for its recruitment cadre was effectively 

unlimited, but it seems clear that the FDNY cannot sustainably commit to provide ORD an 

unlimited overtime bJdget over the long-term. (Tr. at 264:20-265:7.) Ultimately, Assistant 

Commissioner Maglibne is not the person who decides how much money to allocate to 

I 

recruitment. (Tr. at r1 :4-272:14.) 

In another e ·ample, ORD's advertising budget was augmented-at the last minute and 

in the midst of trial y an additional $300,000 approved by an unnamed official in City Hall, to 

partially fund a $498 000 radio advertising buy for which the Vulcan Society had been lobbying 

for months. (Tr. at 215:16-247:11, 257:24-259:14, 264:7-12, 271 :15-273:24.) No City official 

who testified could eiplain what motivated this infusion of cash, a 30% increase in ORD's 

advertising budget, ot why the City waited to provide these resources until weeks after the two-

' 

month application pefiod opened. (Tr. at 271:15-273 :24.) Some ofORD's other resources are 

handouts from well-1eaning private citizens and corporations. For example, ORD's new 

vehicles were donateQ to the FDNYby a private city resident (Tr. at 265:8-269:23, PI.-Int. Ex. 
I 
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J), and the Amell GrLp donated $56,000 in time and effort to help the FDNY design its 

recruitment campaigk for Exam 2000 (fr. at 368:3-369:11). 

Assistant Cofmssioner Maglione has demonstrated that she will fully employ all of the 

resources made available to her to recruit black and Hispanic applicants to become firefighters. 

Yet Maglione is only ~ne relatively junior bureaucrat in the City's leadership. What is of more 

concern to the court ian what Assistant Commissioner Maglione will do with the resources she 

is given is the strengT of the City's commitment to continue providing those resources to her and 

her successors. As t~e court detailed extensively in its Disparate Treatment Opinion, the City as 

an institution, and especially this Mayoral Administration, have a well-established track record 

of ignoring warnings I from their own officials and from others concerned that the City's 
' 

firefighter hiring prattices violate federal, state, and City equal employment opportunity laws. 

(See Disparate Treaient Op. at 31-33, 51-61.) In the harsh glare of federal litigation 

spotlighting its near-~otal disregard for the requirements of the equal employment laws, the City 

I 

has recently, and haltingly, enhanced its firefighter recruitment efforts. But firefighter 
I 

recruitment costs motey, and the City has been guilty of using fiscal austerity as an excuse to 

retreat from its respo sibilities under the equal employment laws before.Z5 

I 

While the res~urces the City has provided to ORD to recruit firefighters for Exam 2000 

are certainly a vast ithprovement over its efforts to recruit firefighters for Exam 6019, the court 

I 

finds that the City's ~nancial commitment to enhanced firefighter recruitment lacks indications 
' 
' 

oflong-term sustaina~ility. The City's fortuitous allocation of additional advertising resources 
' 

" In the court's Disparate Impact Opinion the court noted that after Judge Weinfeld's 1973 ruling, the City's 
firefighter examination h~d a disparate impact on black firefighter applicants and that the examination was not job
related for the position oflentry-level firefighter: "[T]he City contracted with a private consulting firm to construct 
valid written and physicaJ examinations; these contracts were cancelled three years later, however, apparently on 
account of a budget crisis( (Disparate Impact Op. at 4-5 (citing Berkman v. City of New York, 536 F. Supp. 177, 
184 (E.D.N.Y. 1982).) 
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to ORD' s recruitment efforts in the midst of trial, and after the recruitment period for Exam 

2000 had already o~ned, smacks of litigation gamesmanship-not a sustainable commitment to 

do what is necessary~ to increase the numbers of blacks and Hispanics who apply to be 

firefi-•. Tho c+ willinll""' to"""' hrndoom from"" pohli• to fund'" Irrrnding 

strategy and to provide vehicles to its recruiters does not demonstrate its commitment to 

•ocruilm~t To"' rotrocy, i< """""''""'that"' City d"" oot ,woo =ruiboont hlghly 

enough to pay those !osts itself. Until the City ties its fmancial commitment to recruit black and 

Hispanic firefighter . andidates to a realistic assessment of the FDNY's recruiting needs, the 

court cannot be sure I that this time the City really means to adopt a permanent effort to recruit 

black and Hispanic ~refighter candidates. The court finds that in the absence of court 

supervision the City will more likely than not significantly curtail its commitment of financial 

resources to firefight~r recruitment in advance of future firefighter examinations. 

3. Refusal to Set Measureable Goals 

Part of the reion it is difficult to say what level of funding and resources the ORD 

requires is that the FfNY refuses to set any measureable goals for its recruitment efforts. 

Maglione explained rat it is her job "to find as many interested young men and women of 

diverse background tp be part of the applicant pool." (fr. at 239:14-240:1 7.) To achieve that 

vague goal Maglione! explained that ORD is always trying to improve over its performance in the 
I 

last examination, saylng that "[w]e feel like we're so far ahead of where we were in 2006, which 
I 
I 

was so far ahead of'fhere the department was in 2002." (Tr. at 262:19-263:6.) Maglione 

' 

explained that "[t]he:
1

way we think about our goals is we want to surpass what we did in 2006. 

So if our numbers ar9 at the end of this-we will know we have succeeded if we have surpassed 
I 

those, what we did in:2006." (Tr. at 274:4-276:5.) Commissioner Cassano echoed this view: 
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LEVY: Do you think it would be worthwhile to set a goal like 25 percent, 
which would reflect the demographics of the city, or 30 or 35 percent, recruit 
applicants in

1 

those numbers, so that the net result would be to bring up the 
number of in<1Umbents in the department? 

CASSANO: No, I don't believe that that would be helpful. Why would I limit 
myself to thote numbers when my goal is to get as many minority candidates as 
possible to sit' for the exam? 

LEVY: Well, without a goal how do you know if you have done what you 
are seeking tq do? 

CASSANO: I My goal is-I think we have established the fact that we have done 
very well, an9 we have about six weeks left in the campaign, and I will continue to 
get the message out about the job and get as many minority candidates to sit for 
the test. I 

(Tr. at 891:12-892:2.D 

The FDNY's Jecruitment campaign for Exam 6019 in 2006 was more successful than its 

campaign for Exam 1043 in 2002, but blacks were still underrepresented in the applicant pool 

for Exam 6019. Whi1e the FDNY is certainly doing "better," better does not say anything about 

whether the FDNY isidoing "enough." Commissioner Cassano's failure to provide a responsive 

M~' to <h< ""Y +' .-;oo "how do yoo lmow ifyoo h~o d~ whm yoo ~' '"""'' to 

do," confirms the obvious shortcomings in failing to set such goals. Without goals, ORD and the 

I 

court lack a yardstic~ against which the effectiveness ofORD's recruitment efforts can be 

measured. But the City refuses to set a goal, apparently because goal-setting would, to 

paraphrase Commissioner Cassano, "limit [the FDNY] to those numbers." This, of course, is 
I 

nonsense. A goal is Jn aspiration, not a limit. A more likely explanation--Qne consistent with 
I 

' 

the City's culture of ~ureaucratic blame-shifting and accountability avoidance-is that the City 

does not want to be held accountable for the results of its recruitment efforts. This is 
I 

unacceptable. 
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The purposes' of the FDNY's remedial firefighter recruitment effort must be to(!) change 

the perception that Je job is available only to white male candidates; (2) increase awareness of 
I 

the benefits of the jo1 across all communities in New York City; and (3) thereby change the 

applicant pool to more closely reflect the population of New York City. This much, at least, the 

City implicitly acknoWledges in its officials' answers to pointed questions about the sufficiency of 

its recruitment effo, that trumpet the growing percentage of the applicant pool comprised of 

black and Hispanic applicants. (See Tr. at 237:7-239:13.) The City's failure to set goals that 

measure its success ih achieving these remedial purposes prevents the court and the City from 

meaningfully assessill g the sufficiency of the City's remedial recruitment efforts. 

4. Failure to Coordinate 

ORD's recruitment efforts are hampered by the City's failure to coordinate the actions of 

iO o<h" doportoreo1 md """"""'tiw ""'"- ORD. ORD'•_ t~g•tod ':'nritm~t ~"'"' 
for a particular firefifhter exammat10n begms only once the applicatiOn penod for the 

examination opens, brt ORD does not find out when the application period will open until DCAS 

publicly announces tile start of the application period, leaving ORD to scramble to escalate its 

~ond-t octi'iti~l (f'. " 259 o9-26Q • 21.) ORD i'"ot """"'""' ,bout """' tho •ppliot>tioo 

period should begin, or how long it should last to ensure that ORD can recruit an applicant pool 

I 

representative of the fity. (Tr. at 260:15-21.) When asked whether the two-month application 

period for Exam 2000 was long enough period to effectively recruit for the firefighter 
' 

' 
' 

examination, Maglioie was matter-of-fact: "This is the filing period that we have been given, 

and recruitment, we are doing everything that we can to make sure the folks that we reached out 

I 

to file within the timeframe given." (Tr. at 235: 18-237:17.) 
I 

I 

I 

I 
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The downsid s ofORD's exclusion from exam administration planning are evident in the 

short extension off e the court recently granted for the application period for Exam 2000. The 

original Notice ofEx~ination called for the application period for Exam 2000 to run from July 

15, 2011, through Se~tember 15, 201 I. But what the parties realized only later on was that a 

major recruitment o+ortunit)"-the City's annual African-American Parade in Brooklyn-would 

take place on Sunda~, September 18, 201 I. Accordingly, the parties jointly asked for an 

extension of the application period through Monday, September 19, 2011. (See Docket 

I 

Entry# 73 1.) Had FDNY's senior leadership and DCAS consulted ORD when they originally 

scheduled the applic tion period, ORD could have advised that it would be desirable for the 

application period to remain open through the weekend to take advantage of the recruitment 

opportunity offered h the parade. Moreover, ORD could have researched community events 

scheduled during the1

1

period to identifY the best recruiting opportunities, and could have planned 

the resources it woulll need for an effective campaign in advance of the application period. 

ORD did not even knlw when the application period would open and was not able to request 

wlditiorull "'•"""inf fund. from Ci<y Holl, plm '" "'''"' mokgy, ~ bey "'""'''"' Mill 

after the application eriod had begun. (Tr. at 257:24-260:4.) 

5. Insufficient Evidence that FDNY's Racial Composition or Reputation 

Deters Black Applicants 

At trial, Plain~iff-Intervenors offered newspaper articles reflecting public reports of 

serious allegations ot racial discrimination in the FDNY. (See Tr. at 937:15-940:22, 1451:13-

1452:10, PI.-Int. Exsj K, L, M, X.) Similarly, several Vulcan Society members testified 

concerning specific jfts of racial discrimination that they witnessed and of which they were 
I 

victims. While the evidence presented by Plaintiff-Intervenors is troubling, the evidence is too 
I 

I 
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anecdotal for the co].ut to conclude that there is a broadly negative perception of the FDNY in 

the black communiJ that would meaningfully deter black applicants from applying to become 

firefighters. Findin1 the existence of such a public perception based on this evidence would be 

highly speculative. rdeed, the strong black representation in the applicant pool for Exam 2000 

suggests that a negative perception of that sort does not exist. Consequently, the court is not 

I 

persuaded that the F~NY's reputation in the black community significantly deters blacks from 

applying to become firefighters. 

III. FDNY'S PdST-EXAMINATION SCREENING PHASE 

Tiw """""I " tri•'.'howol tlmt tho FDNY' • polid" md P'"""' " mWtiplo ""'" of 

the post-exammatiOJ screemng phase of the hirmg process work m combmatiOn to create a 

significant risk that ~lack firefighter candidates will be disadvantaged by the PONY's improper 

use of arrest informJtion in making hiring decisions. 

A. The ost-Examination Screening Process 
I 

!. l Candidate Investigations 

CID is respo sible for performing background checks on firefighter candidates before 

2 !.) CID is headed y a director, currently Dean Tow, who oversees all background 

investigations perfo ed by the FDNY, and reports to the Assistant Commissioner for Human 

Resources. (Tr. 15:2~-16:21.) The Assistant Commissioner for Human Resources is currently 
' 
' 

Donay Queenan ("Qyeenan"), and, prior to Queenan's appointment in fall2004, was Sherry 

' 

Kavaler ("Kavaler")j (Tr. at 16:5-15.). While Tow is not a firefighter or fire officer, the FDNY 

has filled the directo~'s position with uniformed personnel in the past. (Tr. at 66:9-12.) CID 

investigators are non I uniformed personnel who hold a civil service title and are hired for the 
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position off of a civil ervice list. (Tr. 30:4-13.) In the past CID has been split between 

investigators who wer dedicated to investigating firefighter candidates and investigators 

dedicated to investigating EMf and paramedic candidates. (Tr. at 29: 18-30:3.) This meant that 

approximately six invlstigators were dedicated to investigating firefighter candidates. (!gJ 

Recently, however, Cib re-trained its investigators to be able to investigate candidates for all 

titles hired by the FDk. (Tr. at 691 :25-692: 15) 

In general, CI investigators are tasked with verifYing that each candidate meets the 

eligibility criteria stat d in the Notice of Examination, but CID also checks to see whether 

candidates who have I aimed special credits, such as the New York City residency credit, 

actually qualify for th t credit, and whether there is any indication that a candidate may lack the 

character necessary t be a firefighter. (Tr. at 17:8-18:1.) There are just two objective facts 

that, if discovered du · ng the investigation process, automatically disqualify a candidate from 

further consideration:, (1) the candidate does not meet the age requirement; or (2) the candidate 

has a felony convictio or a dishonorable discharge from the military. (Tr. at 18:2-9.) 

Candidates with thes disqualifYing characteristics are not ordinarily reviewed further by CID, 

and their files are not1sent to the FDNY's Personnel Review Board ("PRB") for further 

I 

consideration. (Tr. a~ 18:10-19:19.) 

CID ,_,,, P""" 1o '"'""'"" 'PP=mtoly fu= """'"'" f0< ~"1' •lot lo " fi" 

academy class. (Tr. it 20: 16-25.) Thus, if the FDNY intends to appoint 300 probationary 

firefighters to an aca,emy class, CID starts investigating a group of approximately 900-1,000 

candidates from the lirt certified by DCAS. (.!4) CID's investigators begin the background 

investigation process ~y sending a packet of intake forms to firefighter candidates who may be 

selected for the next I ademy class. (Tr. at 21: 10-25.) Included in the intake forms is a date 
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that candidates are i tructed to report for intake interviews with CID investigators and to be 

fingerprinted. (I d.) 

Candidates w o report for an intake interview with CID investigators bring their 

completed intake fo1s and a money order to pay for fingerprinting to the FDNY's auditorium. 

(Tr. at 28:3-29.) Approximately 65 to 100 candidates are summoned for an intake interview at 

one time. (Tr. at 86:51-8.) At the intake interview CID investigators sit down with each 

candidate individuallf and go through the paperwork with them to identify any missing 

documents CID still ~eds from the candidate. (Tr. at 28:3-29.) IfCID determines that one of 

the candidates is miss· ng any required documents, the candidate is given a list of the missing 

documents and a post ge-paid envelope and told to send the missing documents to CID as soon 

as possible. (@ Th intake interview is the first opportunity that CID has to determine if a 

particular candidatelalls within the eligible age group. (Tr. at 28:25-29:3.) If a candidate is 

found to be under-ag or over-age based on the investigator's review of their birth certificate, 

CID would determine I at that time to cease processing that candidate's application. @) 

Candidates who fall Tthin the eligible age group and provide a $75.00 money order are 

fingerprinted at the i take interview. (Tr. at29:4-17.) 

Among the do uments that CID asks candidates to bring to their intake interviews are 

documentation from t e relevant court of the disposition of the candidate's past arrests and a list 

of the candidate's prifr employers. (Tr. at 31 :4-16.) Candidates are asked to provide a written 

statement explaining e circumstances of any arrests or convictions. (Tr. at 32:4-6.) CID 

information provided y the candidate, and uses each candidate's fingerprints to obtain a rap 

sheet detailing his or her history of arrests and convictions. (Tr. at 31:9-32: 13) CID also 
I 
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obtains records of eac candidate's attendance at any high schools and colleges, including their 
I 

transcripts and disciplfnary history. (fr. at 50:16-25.) 

2. bonsideration R orts 

If CID investig tors discover derogatory information about a candidate during their 

investigation, they pre are a consideration report to the FDNY's Personnel Review Board 

("PRB"). (Tr. at 32:1 -33 :3.) A consideration report is a memorandum from the Director of 

CID to the PRB alerti g the FDNY of potential reasons for concern about a particular 

candidate. (fr. at 32: 4-23.) The consideration report is the mechanism by which the PRB 

reviews a candidate's haracter and fitness to be a firefighter. (fr. at 32:24-33:3.) The PRB 

does not evaluate a c didate's character and fitness unless the Director ofCID sends a 

consideration report t the PRB bringing the candidate to the PRB's attention. (Tr. at 38:20-

25.) A consideration J

1
eport is not ordinarily prepared, and the PRB does not ordinarily evaluate 

a candidate's charact rand fitness to be a firefighter, until after a candidate's investigation is 

completed. (fr. at 65 :20-661 :8.) If a consideration report is not sent to the PRB, and CID 

does not discover any objective reason why the candidate is not qualified for employment, the 

candidate proceeds to the next step of the hiring process, which usually consists of medical and 

psychological examin tions and, depending on the structure of the written examination, a 

physical abilities test. (Tr. at 33:4-34:4.) 

Individual CI investigators exercise limited discretion to refer potentially derogatory 

information to the Dir ctor of CID for a potential consideration report. As Director of CID, 

Tow instructs his inve tigators to report any potentially derogatory information to him so that he 

can make a decision a to whether to prepare a consideration report. (Tr. at 36:21-37:19, 

49: 18-50:25.) Tow p rsonally audits every investigation file prepared by CID investigators to 
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ensure that he has re ,iewed all potentially derogatory information. (Tr. at 36:21-37:19.) Other 

thm T='• u.tructiof to hi• i~'"tigoto~ to bring oll po"'tiolly "'"''""" iof~otioo to hi• 

attention, the investigrtors apparently follow no other guidance in determining what information 

should be considered potentially derogatory. (Id.) 

I 

Not all potent1ally derogatory information results in a consideration report to the PRB, 

however. While Tow requires his investigators to keep him apprised of potentially derogatory 

information and dire~ts further examination of such information, Tow ultimately makes the 

decision whether or nbt to send a consideration report to the PRB. (Tr. at 37:20-38:4.) In the 

past, Tow would sendl a consideration report to the PRB based on a candidate's arrest record 

only if it was, in his vlew, "substantial." (Tr. at 37:24-38:19, 51:18-53 :12.) Recently, however, 

Assistant Commissio,er Queenan created a policy limiting Tow's discretion. (Tr. at 35:3-13, 

39:5-16, 53 :13-22.) nder the new policy Tow is required to send a consideration report to the 

PRB for "virtually arrest." (ld.) Assistant Commissioner Queenan explained that a 

firefighter is a peace fficer under New York law, and part of the PRB's role is to evaluate 

whether the candidat I can be trusted with the powers given to peace officers. (Tr. at 608:17-25, 

610:14-611:2, 644:3- .) As a result she believes that the PRB should consider the fitness of any 

candidate who has pr viously been arrested. (IQJ 

Other than the arrest record policy, however, Tow's discretion is unfettered. A number 

of different facts coul~ cause Tow to send a consideration report to the PRB, including a poor 

driving history, poor ~mployer references, or a school disciplinary history. (Tr. at 32:17-23, 

50' 19-25.) & T= toinol, 1w wmlld "'"" ' """'""'"" report to "" PRB if tlrere i• 

"anything that surfals in the investigation that the investigator and certainly [he] feel[s] the 

department should bel made aware of." (Tr. at 32:17-23, 610:3-11.) There are no official 
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guidelines infonning T w' s decision to send a consideration report to the PRB other than the 

policy governing consi eration of candidates with arrest records. (Tr. at 41 :20-25.) 

Occasionally, re officers or FDNY executives will call or visit Tow and ask him about 

particular candidates Tho are under investigation by CID and have potentially derogatory 

information in their inrstigation files. (Tr. at 96:8-22.) Tow does not record in a memorandum 

or in any other record rhether he is contacted in this manner about CID's investigation of a 

particular candidate. (Tr. at 96:23-97:1.) Tow states that he does not disclose information to 

the people who contac him and claims that these contacts have no influence on his exercise of 

discretion, but he kno s who they are and is aware of their positions in the FDNY's hierarchy. 

(Tr. at 96:23-97:9.) B cause Tow does not keep records that would show whether he was 

contacted about partie Jar candidates, it is impossible to independently determine whether those 

contacts have in fact ected his use of discretion in sending consideration reports to the PRB, 

or in deciding to direc additional investigation into certain candidates' histories. 

The considerat on report is a compilation of information from a candidate's investigation 

file, including a summ of the candidate's arrest history, the candidate's statements 

concerning his or her rior arrests, employment history and references, and educational 

records. (Tr. at 32:1- 3.) In the past the consideration report included a letter from the 

Director of CID expla1ning the concerns that led him to send the PRB the consideration report, 

and recommending thr the FDNY appoint or not appoint the candidate. (See Tr. at 67:15-68:9; 

Pl.-Int. Ex. U-5.) Beg1nning with the FDNY's processing of some of the candidates who took 

Exam 2043 and the c1didates who took Exam 6019, Assistant Commissioner Queenan changed 

FDNY policy to requiT that both she and the FDNY's Chief of Uniformed Personnel also issue 

recommendations to e PRB. (Tr. at 39:8-16.) Because Assistant Commissioner Queenan and 
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the Chief of Uniform d Personnel both sit on the PRB and recommend a course of action with 

respect to particular Jandidates under review by the PRB before the PRB meets, their votes are 

effectively decided bJore the PRB even discusses a candidate .. (Tr. at 611:21-612: 10; 669:23-

671 :8.) 

Assistant Co · ssioner Queenan also introduced a number of changes to the 

consideration report ~self. Queenan instructed CID to stop including pictures of the candidate 

in the consideration r ports distributed to PRB members, and to redact race and ethnicity 

information from the fonsideration report packages. (Tr. at 570:4-21, 616:10-25.) She also 

decreased the size an~ complexity of the consideration reports. In her words: "instead of it 

being a report of sevJal pages and here are convictions, here is the education, here is the 

I 

driving infractions, I tried to make it a full--I made it a full assessment on one sheet." (Tr. 

at 615:11-616:9.) J consideration report package sent to the PRB is not a candidate's full 

investigation file. Th first page of the report is a one-page candidate assessment summary 

intended to show "th entire picture ... not just ... arrests and convictions." (Tr. at 615:23-

25.) The report also ontains other relevant information obtained by CID that may reflect on the 

candidate's characte and fitness including, for example, employer references. Queenan tried to 

redact the candidate' name from the consideration report package, but this proved too difficult 

because a candidate' name appears repeatedly in the documents included in the consideration 

report package. (Tr. t 680:2-23.) 

Under the currnt process, Tow prepares the consideration reports with his 

recommendations an sends them to the Chief of Uniformed Personnel who includes his 

recommendations an forwards the packages to Assistant Commissioner Queenan for her 

recommendations. ( 1r. at 40:13-19, 609:9-610:2.) While the Director ofCID has the entire 
I 
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candidate investigatit file available to him when he makes his recommendation, the 

recommendations rna e by the Chief of Uniformed Personnel and Assistant Commissioner for 

Human Resources ar based solely on the information contained in the consideration report 

prepared by CID and e Director ofCID's recommendation; the entire investigation file is not 

provided to either per on unless he or she specifically requests it. (Tr. at 41 :15-16.) After the 

Assistant Commissio r for Human Resources prepares her recommendation, the consideration 

'"'"" i• diMbotOO 1 ""' -oo~ of"" PRB fu< """ """= priO< to "" """ mooting of"" 

PRB. (Tr. at42.1-22,.43.14-23.) 

3. ]PRB Organization and Function 

The PRB is a articularly enigmatic institution within the FDNY. It is organized and, in 

effect, directed by the ~sistant Commissioner for Human Resources, Donay Queenan, who 

began working at the FDNY in her current role in October 2004 when she replaced former 

Assistant Commissio~er Sherry Kavaler. (Tr. at 60 I : 16-602:2.) As Assistant Commissioner for 

Human Resources, Q~eenan supervises the CID, among other units, and reports to the Deputy 

Commissioner forTe hnical and Support Services. (Tr. at 604: I 0-17.) Queenan is responsible 

for organizing meetin s of the PRB and distributing copies of consideration report packages to 

the members of the P in advance ofPRB meetings. (Tr. at 567:5-14.) 

The PRB is co prised of eight senior FDNY officials: (I) the Assistant Commissioner for 

Human Resources (Dray Queenan); (2) the Deputy Commissioner for Administration (Douglas 

White); (3) the First ~eputy Commissioner (Donald Shacknai); (4) the Executive Officer to the 

Fire Commissioner ( eter Tronolone); (5) the Chief of Department (Edward Kilduff); (6) the 

Chief of Fire Operati. ns (Robert Sweeney); (7) the Chief of Uniformed Personnel (Michael 

Gala, Jr.); and (8) th Chief of Training (Thomas Galvin). (See, e.g., Tr. at 605:12-606:17, 
I 
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669:23-672:4.) Five o the eight members of the PRB are uniformed members of the FDNY. (fr. 

at 676:24-677: 14.) 

None of the F NY officials who were asked seemed quite sure why these eight officials 

sit on the PRB, and it i~ unclear whether there is a formal FDNY policy that dictates the 

composition or functioh ofthe PRB. (fr. at 562:16-22, 672:5-11.) Nonetheless, the FDNY 

officials who testified lt trial agreed that the PRB's purpose is to exercise hiring discretion on 

behalf of the FDNYw,enpresented with a consideration report prepared by the Director of 

CID. (fr. at 564:4-56r 14, 618:17-619: 1.) The PRB has the discretion to allow a firefighter 

candidate to move foiard in the hiring process, reject a candidate, or in unusual cases, to ask 

the CID to collect moT information about the candidate, send the candidate to an interview with 

a staff chief (a high-raing uniformed officer), or appoint the candidate subject to a stipulation. 

(Tr. at 612:9-614:3.) ren the FDNY appoints a candidate subject to a stipulation, the 

candidate is appointe~ subject to certain conditions, such as random drug testing, that apply 

during the first two yerrs of his or her employment. (Tr. at 613: 15-614:3.) The FDNY officials 

who testified also agrel d that, if he so chooses, the Fire Commissioner can overrule the decision 

of the PRB. (fr. at 67V:l7-22.) In recent years the Fire Commissioner has not exercised this 

••tho<icy, h~, ooiM odv= do-in•tioo by <ho PRB """"'"IY """ ' firefighW< 

candidate's candidacy

1

. (fr. at 677:23-678:3.) 

B. Deficieries in the FDNY's Post-Examination Firefighter Selection Process 

I. ailure to Ado t Guidelines for Consideration Re ort Recommendations 

There is no wrr~n guideline or policy that informs an FDNY official's decision to 

recommend that the Pr permit or deny a candidate's appointment as an entry-level firefighter. 

(fr. at 41: 17-25.) Thj decision to recommend a candidate for appointment is entirely within the 
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discretion of the ofiic''al making the recommendation. (ld.) The lack of guidance from the FDNY 

g these recommendations materially increases the risk that any 

recommendation will e arbitrary or based on impermissible factors, including race. For 

example, on Februa . 6, 2004, Tow recommended the appointment a white male candidate ("U-

1 ") who had been arrfsted on a domestic violence charge but reconciled with the victim (Tr. at 

59:16-62:17, Pl.-Int. rx. U-1), and, on July 14, 2003, recommended against the appointment of a 

Hispanic male candi ate ("U-2") arrested on a domestic violence charge over his wife's 

objections (Tr. at 62: 8-64:5, Pl.-Int. Ex. U-2.) The charges against U-1 were arguably more 

serious than those ag inst U-2, in that the menacing charges against U-1 involved the use of a 

weapon. (Tr. at 61: 1~-21.) Nonetheless, CID never investigated the menacing charges against 

U-1 to determine ifthrre was a factual basis for the weapons charge. (!gJ With respect to U-2, 

Tow stated that he my have drawn an inference against him because U-2 explained that a new 

Jaw in Suffolk Countyl required the officers responding to a domestic violence call to arrest a 

suspect, and that he 1as arrested despite his wife's objections. (Tr. at 70:15-72:8.) A nearly 

identical statement prvided by U-1 to CID, however, did not cause Tow similar concern. (Tr. 

at 73:21-74: 10.) Wh@n asked, Tow could not explain the differences in his recommendations as 

to U-1 and U-2. (Tr. t 63:14-19.) 

2. Improper Use of Arrest Information 

Even more co cerning however, is the cumulative effect of the FDNY's policy of referring 

all candidates with p ·or arrests that do not result in conviction to the PRE, its standard practice 

of not investigating tJe circumstances of those prior arrests, and its failure to provide guidance 

or training to PRE mLbers regarding the ways they may appropriately consider such 

information. Togethe~, these policies and practices virtually guarantee that PRE members will 
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improperly interpret e fact of a candidate's prior arrest as prima facie evidence that he or she 

will inappropriately penalize the candidate for maintaining his or her 

innocence. 

During her tes imony Assistant Commissioner Queenan was presented with guidance 

issued by the United S ates Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC"i6 advising 

employers that a prior arrest that did not result in a conviction is not evidence that the applicant 

committed the underly"ng crime, and directing employers to independently "determine whether 

the applicant is likely o have committed the conduct alleged." (Tr. at 650:6-652:25, Pl-Int. Ex. 

PP.) When asked abo t the FDNY's policy governing CID's investigations into a candidate's 

past arrests, Assistant Commissioner Queenan testified that there is no FDNY policy requiring 

that CID investigatorslconduct any independent investigation into the factual circumstances 

underlying a candidat 's past arrests. (Tr. at 653:21-654:10.) 

The evidence sfows that CID conducts an "investigation" of a candidate's past arrests 

that is essentially limi~ed to paperclipping records together, and does not independently 

determine whether the I applicant is likely to have committed the underlying conduct. CID uses 

'"'h oMdi""''' fi•g1~rioO tn ohtrun • "P '""'. whioh 0.~ m>ly "'' oh~go oo whloh tire 

candidate was arrester it does not show any detail about the circumstances of the arrest itself. 

(Tr. at 56:1-4.) CID investigators rarely, if ever, attempt to substantiate the facts underlying a 

candidate's arrest, insl ead relying only on information provided by the candidate and the 

candidate's rap sheet. (Tr. at 55:23-25,611 :3-18.) CID investigators "don't go [into] the 

field-all [CID] inves igators work strictly from [the] office." (Tr. at 24:17-18.) 

26 See U.S. EEOC, ~olicy Guidance on the Consideration of Arrest Records in Employment Decisions under 
Title VII of the Civil Ri h Act of 1964, Notice No. 915.061, 1990 WL 1104708, at *I (Sept. 7, 1990), available at 
http://www.eeoc.gov/polic /docs/arrest_records.html. 
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In rare eire stances, Tow has directed his investigators to contact the arresting law 

enforcement agency or witnesses to obtain additional information about the circumstances of a 

candidate's arrest, a~d in some cases information is brought to the attention ofCID by another 

source/7 "but for the bost part, what [CID] go[es] on is the information provided to [CID] by 

the candidate and bylj irtue of the rap sheet." (Tr. at 54:25-55:25.) CID's actual investigative 

practices simply do n t support Assistant Commissioner Queenan's assertion that CID 

investigators "frequejtly" conduct independent investigations into a candidate's past arrests. 

(Tr. at 647:7-648:22.) 

While Tow is Jjware of the EEOC guidelines on the use of arrest information in 

employment decision (the "EEOC arrest guidelines"), he is "not too familiar with them" and 

he and his investigatJs do not use them in deciding whether to refer a candidate's arrest history 

to the PRB. (Tr. at 5J20-57:3.) As a matter of policy, CID does follow New York State law 

requiring employers t "look at the whole person" in considering a candidate for employment's 

history of arrests and convictions. (Tr. at 56:5-19.) Nevertheless, it is unclear how CID could 

apply the "whole per on" policy in light of CID' s adherence to FDNY policy requiring the 

Director of CID to se d a consideration report to the PRB whenever a candidate has an arrest 

record. Although the FDNY has not adopted standards for evaluating candidates with arrest 

histories, Tow has be n involved in discussions with Assistant Commissioner Queenan, and the 

Chief of Uniformed P rsonnel, about setting such standards. (Tr. at 80:15-81 :6.) 

0.~ tire fu<t fr • 'oodidooo'' prim M"" i• rubmittod oo tire PRB i• tho roruiWrr•tioo 

report, no rules govern the PRB's use of that information, and its members are given no 

guidance or training tt all in considering candidates. (Tr. at 562:23-566:3, 673:3-5.) Although 

27 Tow did not spec'zy what other sources provide information to CID about a candidate's past arrests. Tow 
did testifY, however, that ~e is occasionally called by firefighters or fire officers asking about candidates under 
investigation by CID, but rw claimed that these calls do not affect his decisions. (Tr. at 96:8-97:9.) 
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he disagreed with the tatement that the PRB exercises "unbridled discretion," Commissioner 

Cassano did not identi~ any constraints on the PRB's decision-making and characterized the 

PRB's decision-makinf process as essentially standardless-"a very open discussion, [] a lot of 

opinion goes into it. " 21 (Tr. at 860: 18-861: I.) Assistant Commissioner Queenan testified that 

when members of the . RB are considering candidates with arrest records they "are using the 

I 

EEOC guidelines." (Tr. at 617:8-17.) But this was news to the other members of the PRB who 

testified at trial. Cofssioner Cassano served on the PRB for five years before becoming Fire 

Commissioner but cou d not remember if he had ever reviewed the EEOC arrest guidelines. (Tr. 

at 904:19-905:9.) De uty Commissioner White (an attorney), who has served on the PRB since 

2002, did not know of ny rules or guidelines applicable to PRB decisions. (Tr. at 565:15-

566:3.) 

Queenan testi ed she does not believe that in her time serving on the PRB the PRB has 

ever rejected a candidite based solely on an arrest that did not result in a conviction. (Tr. 

at 614:10-12.) She acrowledged, however, that a candidate would be sent to the PRB for 

review even if the on!~ derogatory information in the candidate's file was a prior arrest that did 

not result in a convicl"ion. (Tr. at 643:16-645 :2.) Queenan also agreed that since all candidates 

with arrest records ar sent to the PRB, the PRB could choose to reject a candidate even if the 

only derogatory info ation in the candidate's record was an arrest that did not result in a 

conviction. (Tr. at 64~:3-16.) It is thus unsurprising that Commissioner Cassano recalled that 

28 As the court expl ined during trial oo Tr. at 588:23-589:21), the court called Commissioner Cassano to 
testifY so that the court coJld hear from the City official ultimately responsible for hiring entry-level firefighters 
before the court decided what remedy to impose in this case. The City objected on the grounds that "the court as 
fact finder ... do[es] not r~uest witnesses to be produced." (Tr. at 588:19-22; Scheduling Order (Docket Entry# 
70 I).) Although the court ~as already overruled the City's objection, the court notes that Federal Rule of Evidence 
614 explicitly authorizes tile court to independently call and interrogate witnesses. The court offered the City the 
opportunity to make more 

1 

pecific objections to its questioning of Commissioner Cassano during the trial, but the 
City did not avail itself of hat opportunity. (Tr. at 963:24-964:25.) 
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while he served on the PRB, the PRB had rejected individuals based solely on their arrest 

records. (Tr. at 902:9 903:5.) 

In explaining h w the PRB evaluates a candidate who had previously been arrested but 

not convicted, Cornrnilioner Cassano illustrated how PRB members turn a candidate's prior 

arrest without convictibn into a presumption of guilt: 

LEVY: ~o did you actually determine whether or not the crime which 
underlay the a~rest was committed? 

CASSANO: ell, if the persoll--there were a couple of processes there. 

In the course o the candidate investigation, when a candidate has an arrest, they 
actually write brief description of what it was about, why they were arrested 
and the circumrtances and that was some of the things, that was one of the things 
that we reviewed so that if there were things within it that didn't sound totally 
right or didn't! sound like they were, in whatever, his description was, maybe it 
wasn't in line f'ith the arrest or if they blamed the arrest on somebody else and 
never took responsibility for being arrested, those are the things that we 
considered, but in my recollection, I can't remember somebody with one arrest 
that wasn't, thlt wasn't convicted that wasn't accepted. 

(Tr. at 903:19-904:9.) The same problem likely also affects an FDNY official's decision to 

recommend or not recjmmend a candidate's appointment to the PRB. In at least one instance 

Tow's predecessor, C,ptain Robert Dayboch, decided that a candidate's explanation of the 

circumstances of his pr· or arrests was not credible without making any effort to verify the 

candidate's account, d recommended that the PRB refuse to appoint the candidate based 

solely on the fact of hi prior arrests and Dayboch's opinion of the credibility of the candidate's 

explanation of the circ~stances ofthe arrest. (Tr. at 67:15-69:9; Pl.-Int. Ex. U-5.) 
I 

The policies ,d practices of the CID and PRB significantly increase the risk that 

firefighter candidates rho have been arrested but not convicted will be denied employment as 

firefighters because th!ly were previously arrested. The CID does not investigate the 

I 

circumstances of a carldidate's prior arrests to make an independent determination that the 
I 

I 
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candidate actually c 'tted the crime for which he was arrested. But even though the FDNY 

has no evidence that candidate with a prior arrest has conunitted a crime, the FDNY follows a 

policy of automatical y submitting all candidates who have previously been arrested for review 

by the PRB, a body o eight senior officials. Presented, in some cases, with nothing more than 

the fact that a candid te was previously arrested and denies his guilt for committing the 

underlying crime, the e eight people are given the power to decide, without rules, guidelines, or 

training, whether the candidate will be allowed to become a firefighter. When they reject a 

candidate, they tell] one why. The evidence shows that it is more likely than not that the PRB 

will improperly use ,is arrest information in making hiring decisions, and that this information 

will negatively affect firefighter candidate's chances of obtaining employment as an entry-level 

firefighter. 

3. Adverse Impact from Improper Use of Arrest Information 

While the FD 's failure to prevent the improper use of arrest information should be a 

concern to the FDNY entirely independent of this litigation, the evidence shows that these 

serious deficiencies i the FDNY's post-examination selection procedures are relevant to the 

remedy the court mus impose because Plaintiff-Intervenors have established that black 

firefighter candidates! are significantly more likely to have been arrested in New York City than 

white firefighter cand'dates. Thus it is more likely than not that black firefighter candidates will 

be disproportionately! subjected to and disadvantaged by the FDNY's improper use of arrest 

information. Conseqtently, the court finds that the FDNY's failure to train the members of the 

CID and PRB in the J:lroper use of arrest information and failure to adopt rules and guidelines to ,_,.,. """'"" r of~·· mfu=tioo in =pi""""'( dociruom .... ~ ' b=i" "' .,. 

I 
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elimination of the prin~ipal vestige of the City's discrimination against black firefighter 

candidates--the under epresentation of blacks within the FDNY. 

According to a rest data compiled by the NYPD, 48.96% of all arrests made by the 

NYPD from 2005 thro gh 2009 were arrests of people the NYPD identified as "black." 29 (Tr. 

at 156:2-157:3, Pl.-In. Ex. DD.) Arrestees identified by the NYPD as either "white-Hispanic" 

or "black-Hispanic" omprised 34.27% of all arrests made by the NYPD from 2005 through 

I 

2009. (Tr. at 154:7-24, Pl.-Int. Ex. DD.) Arrestees identified by the NYPD as "white" 

comprised 11.96% of Ill the arrests made by the NYPD from 2005 through 2009. (Tr. at 157:25-

158:14, Pl.-lnt. Ex. D .) 

Demographic ata obtained by the U.S. Census Bureau during the 2010 Census, and 

made publicly available by the City's Department of Planning, show that approximately 22.77% 

of the total population! of New York City identifY as black, 33.31% identifY as white, 28.58% 

identifY as Hispanic, kd 1.82% identifY as members of two or more non-Hispanic racial 

.. ~,." Uolilre ""' 1""' '"'· the C~"' '"' 'm "' mruripW•Iod 1<> 're'lo wriqoo ''' 

groupings. The Censi.)S data show that, ofthe roughly 1.5 million residents ofNew York City 

29 For each arrest m de from 2005 through 2009 the NYPD recorded the arrestee's mce as either black, black
Hispanic, white, white-Hi anic, American Indian, Asian/Pacific Islander, or unknown. (Tr. at 154:8-23, 155:18-
156:1.) The 48.96% calcuiation reflects the number of individuals who were arrested and identified only as black. 

oo I 

30 See New York C\ly Dep't of City Planning, Total Population by Single Years of Age and Sex, 20 I 0, Tables 
SF! P-6A-H (July 14, 20111), available at http://www.nyc.gov/htmVdcp/htmVcensus/demo_tables_2010.shtml. The 
Department of City Plann~· g explains that each race and Hispanic group is mutually exclusive, i.e., none of those 
counted as Hispanic is als counted as black, and those counted as black are not counted as members of any other 
race or Hispanic group. e City provided a more limited subset of the SF! P-6 tables in Defendant's Exhibit 34, as 
well as a spreadsheet calcqlating the percentage of those within the age group eligible to become firefighters who 
are black. 
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who are within the a~ group eligible to apply to be a New York City firefighter, 31 21.88% 

I 

identifY as black, 31.27% identity as white, 31.22% identifY as Hispanic, and 1.93% identity as 

members of two or mjre non-Hispanic racial groups.32 

There are limitations inherent in using these two datasets to draw conclusions about the 

pool ofNew York CiJ residents otherwise eligible to be firefighters. The NYPD arrest data and 

I 

Census data do not diisclose what percentage of arrestees and those surveyed in each racial 

group would pass the FDNY's physical fitness test, or would pass its medical and psychological 

examinations. The ar est data do not disclose what percentage of arrestees in each racial group 

fall within the age gr up of those eligible to apply to be firefighters in the FDNY, how many 

arrests were of the s e person, the number of arrests of New York City residents made by other 

law enforcement age cies both inside and outside ofNew York City, and the data include arrests 

of individuals who ar not New York City residents. Thus, it is possible that a comparison of 

blacks and whites usijg the general NYPD arrest and Census data may obscure significant 

distinctions between e subsets of white and black arrestees and survey-takers otherwise 

eligible to be New Yo k City firefighters. For example, it is possible that a more specific dataset 

31 According to the
1

Notice of Examination for Exam 2000, prospective firefighter candidates must be at least 
17.5 years old by the end 9fthe application period, and must not have reached their 29th birthday by the beginning 
of the application periods.! Consequently, the eligible age group used by both the court and the City in manipulating 
the Census data is 17 to 2~ years old. See New York City Dep't of Citywide Administrative Services, Second 
Amended Notice ofExam·nation: Firefi ter Exam No. 2000, I (July 15, 2011), available at 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/ cas/downloads/pdf/noes/201202000000.pdf; see also Def. Ex. 34. 
32 Other demograp ic data available on the Department of City Planning's website indicate that, of those 
individuals who identifie themselves as members of two or more non-Hispanic racial groups, approximately 
41.39% stated that one offhose groups was "black/African-American," and 49.31% stated that one of1hose groups 
was "white." See New Y "rk City Dep't of City Planning, Total Nonhispanic Persons of Two or More Races. 20 I 0, 
Table PL-P4 (March 20 Ill), available at http://www.nyc.gov/htrnl/dcp/html/census/demo _tables_ 20 I O.shtml. By 
applying those ratios to th~ overall populations of New York City residents who identified themselves as members 
of two or more non-Hispahic race groups the court can estimate how many New York City residents identity as 
black or white, either alon~ or in combination with another non-Hispanic race group. Approximately 23.52% of 
New York City residents ~fall ages, and 22.68% of New York City residents within the age group eligible to apply 
to take the City's firefightrr examination identified themselves as black, alone or in combination with another non
Hispanic race group. Ap11roximately 34.20% of New York City residents of all ages, and 32.22% of New York City 
residents within the age g~oup eligible to apply to take the City's frrefighter examination identified themselves as 
white, alone or in combination with another non-Hispanic race group. 
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could show that the bl ck people arrested by the NYPD are concentrated in age groups that 

would make them ineliiible to be firefighters, and that black people who are within the age 

group eligible to becoTe firefighters are arrested by the NYPD in proportion with their 

representation in the lerall population. It is also possible that the racial distribution of the 

subset of arrestees whi are residents of New York City differs materially from the racial 

distribution of all arre$tees. 

But although ,e City originally collected and compiled the NYPD arrest data/3 the City 

has introduced no evi ence suggesting that any such material differences are apparent in its 

data. Even if it is poss"ble that there are material differences in the racial distribution of arrests 

between the group of ll those arrested by the NYPD and the subset of arrestees otherwise 

eligible to become fire 1ghters or the subset of arrestees who are residents of the City, it is not 

plausible, and certain! not probable. The only data provided to the court that are more specific 

than the general populrtion data are Census data specific to the age group eligible to take Exam 

2000. Far from showihg a material difference between the general population and the subset, 

the Census data show ~at the racial distribution ofNew York City residents ages 17 to 28 is 

substantially similar td the racial distribution of New York City residents of all ages. (Def. Ex. 

34.) Without evidence Ito the contrary, it is reasonable to infer that the racial distribution of 

those arrested by the D who are otherwise eligible to become firefighters is substantially 

similar to the racial di tribution of all those arrested by the NYPD. 

The data show at any given person arrested by the NYPD is approximately one-third as 
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approximately six tim¢s more likely to have been arrested than a white New York City resident. 

Though the court ism ndful of the limitations inherent in drawing conclusions from these two 

different datasets, the rD arrest data and Census data lead the court to conclude, by a 

preponderance of the ridence, that a black New York City firefighter candidate is significantly 

more likely to have bejn arrested in New York City than a white firefighter candidate, and is 

thus, significantly mor likely to be subjected to and disadvantaged by a PRB review. These data 

establish, moreover, that the PRB's improper use of arrest information in exercising hiring 

I 

discretion will more I' ely than not have an adverse impact on black firefighter candidates. 

4. PRB Policies Prevent Review ofPRB Decisions 

Once the PRB renders a decision, CID receives a letter announcing the PRB's decision 

and directing the CIDI to either move forward with the appointment process, hold the candidate 

over to a later traininj academy class, or not appoint the candidate. (Tr. at 46:23-47:5.) If a 

candidate is rejected :ffor appointment by the PRB, the CID sends the candidate a letter informing 

I 

him or her that he or re will not be appointed a probationary firefighter. (Tr. at 48:9-49:6, 

618:5-16.) If a candidlate is approved by the PRB, the CID is told to continue processing the 

candidate and, if app opriate to send him or her to the next step in the appointment process. (Tr. 

at 617:18-618:4.) 

The PRB does not provide the CID, the FDNY's Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

("EEO Office"), the qandidate, or anyone else with a reason for its decision, and only rarely 
I 
I 

includes a tally ofthelvotes taken by PRB members in its letters to the CID. (Tr. at 47:6-12, 

4 7:21-48:8, 678: 17 -2r.) The Chief of Uniformed Personnel, however, maintains a tally of the 

votes taken with resp~ct to a particular candidate. (Tr. at 609:1-8.) 
I 

I 

I 
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A candidate afgrieved by a PRB decision has no option to appeal the decision of the PRB 

to the Fire Commissilmer or the Civil Service Commission. (fr. at 619:16-21.) A candidate can, 

however, file an ArtiJle 78 petition in New York State Supreme Court, or file a charge of 

I 

discrimination with · e EEOC, the New York City Human Right Commission, or the New York 

State Division ofH an Rights challenging the PRB's decision. (Tr. at 619:16-620:16, 862:22-

863:5.) While FD officials suggested that a candidate would be able to obtain an explanation 

RB's decision through one of those processes, such assertions lack 

credibility. (See Tr. t 623:16-625:6, 862:22-863:5.) In her testimony, Assistant Commissioner 

Queenan suggested at if an aggrieved candidate wanted an explanation of the PRB' s decision, 

the FDNY would simply refer the aggrieved candidate to his or her own consideration report 

I 

package because it "l"'s actually a summary of what transpired in that candidate's history" (Tr. 

at 623:7-15), and the.PRB's decision is based on the "whole history of a candidate" (Tr. 

at 625:7-21). Pointi g an aggrieved candidate to a consideration report, however, is no more 

an answer to the que tion "why did you do it" than "because we did." 

Current and ffrmer PRB members disagree about whether the FDNY should adopt a 

policy requiring the ~RB to provide a reason for its decisions. Deputy Commissioner White 

thought it would ben1ficial for the PRB to give an explanation for its decisions as to particular 

candidates. (Tr. at 570:4-21.) But other FDNY officials, including Commissioner Cassano and 

Assistant Commissio~er Queenan thought that providing a reason for the PRB's decision would 

prevent "open" and '[frank" discussion about candidates. (Tr. at 623:7-15, 862:12-863:5.) 

Moreover, Queenan iought keeping minutes ofPRB meetings would be burdensome, and was 

worried that someon1 would be able to file a New York State Freedom of Information Law 
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("FOIL") request to btain the minutes and learn confidential information about particular 

candidates. (Tr. at 6d! :23-623: 1.) 

Tho PRB '' +ri,., of eiglrt iodi.;dwol> Tire FDNYmi" • tilly .r m"' fut 

particular candidates I but no record of the reasons why particular members of the PRB voted the 

way they did. The Pi itself does not even adopt a consensus rationale to explain why a 

particular candidate was rejected. In order to make an after-the-fact determination why the 

PRB made any particflar decision would require a rejected candidate to depose each of the 

eight members of the rRB to understand why they voted the way they did. The reality is that the 

PRB is, in function, a lblack box that permits arbitrary decision-making unguided by rules or 

training and without he possibility of meaningful review-and that is the way the FDNY wants 

it. In choosing to ves hiring discretion in a body of eight people who never give a reason for 

their decision, the F has rendered its use of hiring discretion practically unreviewable. 

Plaintiff-Intervenors 1' ave established that, absent court monitoring of PRB decision-making, the 

court will be unable t assure that firefighter candidates are treated fairly by the PRB regardless 

ofrace. 

IV. THE FDNY' EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY OFFICE 

The evidence r trial showed that the FDNY's EEO Office is the agency primarily 

responsible for ensudng the FDNY's compliance with applicable equal employment opportunity 

laws and policies. ~e evidence also showed, however, that the FDNY's policies and practices 

' 

prevent the EEO Officte from fulfilling that role. As a result, Plaintiff-Intervenors have 

established that the cJurt cannot adequately ensure the City's compliance with applicable equal 

employment opport~ity laws and policies, and with the court's orders in this case in the 

b f 
I •• 

a sence o court superv1s1on. 
I 
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A. EEO ffice Organization and Responsibilities 

1. EEO Office Resources 

The FDNY's qual Employment Opportunity Office (the "EEO Office") is overseen by 

the Assistant Commisjioner for Equal Employment Opportunity, Lyndelle Phillips ("Phillips"), 

who has held the posTon since June 6, 2006. (Tr. at 753: 11-16.) Although the Assistant 

Commissioner for EE~ reports directly to the Fire Commissioner, Commissioner Cassano 

stopped meeting with rhillips in March 20 II, and delegated responsibility for directly 

supervising the EEO rce to Deputy Commissioner White. (Tr. at 909:4-910:13.) Since that 

time, Phillips has not 111et with Commissioner Cassano. (Tr. at 823:13-15, 909:4-910: 13.) 

The EEO Offi,e itself is currently comprised of Phillips, who is an attorney; a deputy 

director, who is an attprney; and two full-time staff attorneys. (Tr. at 754: 18-24.)34 The EEO 

Office also has six t porary staff, one of whom is an attorney. (lQ) The staff attorneys are 

responsible for condu ting investigations of discrimination complaints, including interviewing 
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issues, including reli ious and disability accommodations; and one staff member assists the 

deputy director in co@rdinating the investigative process. (Tr. at 755:20-757:4.) One uniformed 

employee detailed to I e EEO Office is responsible for coordinating and scheduling EEO 

training sessions for DNY employees. (Tr. at 757:5-10.) 

When Phillip became Assistant Commissioner in 2006, she had four full-time staff 

attorneys and eight ~ll-time non-attorney staff for a total staff, including Phillips, of thirteen. 

(Tr. at 757:12-20, 76~:2-764:5.) In mid-2008 a staff attorney left, leaving the EEO Office with 

three. (Tr. at 758:10 21.) A second departure in March 2010 left the EEO Office with two staff 

attorneys, and a thir ' departure in August 20 I 0 left the EEO Office with one permanent staff 

attorney from August 20 I 0 until March 20 II. (!gJ After the first departure in 2008, and with 

each subsequent dep,rture, Assistant Commissioner Phillips sought permission to hire a new 

attorney to fill the va¢ant position, but FDNY officials refused because of a hiring freeze. (Tr. 

ot 758,22-761 '"· + 11-77W.) A> • re.WC t1w EEO 0'""' ~eotly ru., 4 " 5 ·~~<• 
out of 13 total positions. (Tr. at 831 :13-832:9.) 

2. EEO Training 

The "biggest !rain on the [EEO Office's] resources" is providing four hours ofEEO 

training to the FDNY s firefighters and EMS personnel every single workday. (Tr. at 834:1-

836:18.) Every year each of the FDNY's firefighters, fire officers, and EMS employees is given a 

medical evaluation a~ the FDNY's headquarters in Brooklyn. These medical evaluations are 

' I 

carried out every wojday throughout the year. (Tr. at 800:20-801 :18.) As part of these 

"medical days" one 1fthe EEO Office's two staff attorneys trains EMS personnel every morning 

from 9:00 a.m. to II :bo a.m., and firefighters and fire officers every afternoon from 3:00p.m. to 

I 

5:00p.m. C!4J In addition to these training sessions, the EEO Office also provides managerial 
I 
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EEO training to newt promoted fire captains, battalion chiefs, deputy chiefs, and senior non

uniformed employees' (ld.) These training sessions focus on the requirements offederal, state, 

and City EEO laws fd are separate and apart from the diversity training program provided by 

the Recruitment and Diversity Division. (Tr. at 276:6-281 :21.) Diane Crothers ("Crothers"), 

fom,,ly tho Cily'• +cl'n;~,ily Md EEO Olli=, oored lhaltho FDNY EEO Offi~'' 
responsibility for prliding four hours ofEEO training every day imposed a "very heavy" 

burden on the EEO ffice's small number of staff attorneys. (Tr. at 498:2-499:6.) 

3. EEO Complaint Investigations 

NYEEO Office's major responsibilities is the investigation and resolution 

ofEEO complaints. 1be EEO complaint resolution process begins when the EEO Office is 

ootifiod of • ,.,..,.,., EEO oo~m ""' • '"" "'"""" '"'"' ~ mto~oo «>port ,_,nm.g tho 

facts that form the bar.is of the complaint. (Tr. at 785: 12-787:4.) Phillips meets with her staff 

and, based on the intre report, determines whether the complaint relates to an EEO concern, 

and if so, assigns an ttorney to investigate the complaint. (Tr. at 787: 18-789:3.) After the 

attorney interviews · tnesses and collects information about the complaint, the attorney drafts a 

memorandum to Phil ips for the Commissioner, summarizing the investigation and 

recommending a finding that the complaint be found to be either substantiated or not 

substantiated and, if pplicable, recommending a course of action. (Tr. at 789:4-16.) The 

Commissioner may c ncur in the result, request additional information from the EEO Office, or 

ask that the EEO Offir.e reconsider a finding. (Tr. at 790:2-792:1.) Ultimately the EEO Office 

has the power to reqTre additional training or recommend an advisory or counseling 

memorandum be issur, but cannot impose discipline on its own, and must recommend that the 

I 

I 
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Commissioner refer e matter to the FDNY's Bureau oflnvestigation and Trials ("BITS") if the 

EEO Office believes isciplinary action is warranted. (Tr. at 790:15-24, 792:12-794:17.) 

Each mayoral agency's EEO complaint resolution activity, including the FDNY's, is 

supervised by and su · ect to regulation by DCAS. Specifically, DCAS has a policy requiring 

each EEO office to c+plete an internal investigation of an EEO complaint and submit it for 

review by the agency head within 90 days. (Tr. at 486:20-487:2.) The DCAS policy makes 

exceptions to the 90-day policy for special circumstances, including a lack of sufficient staff to 

perform the investigJon. (Tr. at 487:3-13.) A backlog of complaints is, without more, not 

considered a special dircumstance warranting an extension of time to complete an investigation. 

I 

(Tr. at 497:6-8.) Eac agency is also required to report statistics about its EEO complaint 

caseload to DCAS qu rterly and annually. (Tr. at 477:19-479:2.) Each agency's complaint 

reports disclose the n ber of new complaints filed and the number resolved in a given fiscal 

year or quarter, but dl not disclose the total number of active complaints that remain 

unresolved. (Tr. at418:18-484:18, Pl.-Int. Ex. P.) Mayoral agencies are also required to 

""'""' with ilici' q+ly md =""' report• ' doc-• oUIOO ' di~rimirurtioo '=''"'' 
investigation time ext nsion log ("time extension log") when a complaint cannot be resolved 

within the 90-day win ow (an "overdue complaint investigation"). (Tr. at 488:1-494:20, Pl.-Int. 

Ex. J J.) The time e nsion log shows how many active investigations are pending before the 

reporting agency, rep~rts the date by which the agency anticipates completing each active 
I 

investigation, and sptifies the special circumstance necessitating the extension of time. (I d.) 

DCAS does not hold agencies accountable for either the anticipated investigation completion 

dates or the sufficient of the agency's explanations justifYing the extensions of time. (Tr. 

at 494:5-13.) I 

I 
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4. Prioritizing the EEO Office's Complaint Investigation Backlog 

When Assistant Commissioner Phillips took over the FDNY's EEO Office on June 6, 

2006, th< Offi~ hod f gmwing h"""'g of~lwd Md ""'"~ EEO romploint 

mvestigatwns. (Tr. ,t 810:3-811 :12.) Although the FDNYEEO Office's and DCAS's record

keeping and reportinj policies make it impossible to know precisely how many active complaint 

investigations the F 'NYEEO Office had when Phillips took over, the FDNYEEO Office's 

annual complaint in stigation reports and time extension logs provide some indication. In 

fiscal years 2003 thr ugh 2006 (which ended June 30, 2006),35 the FDNY EEO Office opened a 

total of 139 more coJplaint investigations than it resolved during the same period. (See Pl.-Int. 

Exs. P, FF.) In Assis~ant Commissioner Phillips's first year on the job, fiscal year 2007, the 

FDNY EEO Office oJened 127 more complaint investigations than it resolved. (Id.) These 

statistics do not indic te how many complaint investigations were already active at the 

beginning of fiscal y ar 2003, however the FDNYEEO Office reported that as of the end of the 

third quarter offisca year 2005--March 31, 2005, approximately one year before Phillips 

became Assistant Co ·ssioner-the Office had 98 overdue complaint investigations. (Pl.-Int. 

Ex. P.) In an August 9, 2005, memorandum to DCAS regarding the backlog, Phillips's 

predecessor, former sistant Commissioner Paulette Lundy ("Lundy"), explained that "[t]he 

Fire Department's E, 0 Office has, for several years, suffered from understaffing," but 

expressed optimism at four new investigators and "several other support staff members" 

would end the backlo~ during the first quarter of fiscal year 2006. (See Pl.-Int. Ex. Q, see also 

I 

Tr. at 930:12-18.) NTvertheless, as of the end of the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2007 on June 

30, 2007, two years #ter Lundy's memorandum and over a year after Phillips started, the FDNY 

" The City's fiscaljyear ends on June 30. The first quarter of a fiscal year begins on July I of the preceding 
calendar year. Thus the ftrst quarter of fiscal year 2009 began on July I, 2008, and the third quarter of fiscal year 
2005 ended on March 31,12005. (See Tr. at 496: 13-19.) 

I 

I 

I 
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EEO Office reported 61 overdue complaint investigations in its time extension log, 114 of 

which had been open~~ d before Phillips took over the FDNY EEO Office on June 6, 2006. (See 

Pl.-Int. Ex. LL.) 

As a general practice the FDNY EEO Office indicated on its time extension logs that it 

anticipated that each active complaint investigation would be completed on a date 90 days (one 

fiscal quarter) after tie end of the fiscal quarter for which the report was submitted. (Tr. 

at 808:1-810:7, Pl.-I1t. Exs. JJ, LL.) For example, the FDNY's time extension log for the third 

quarter of fiscal year ~008 (which ended March 31, 2008, and was submitted on April 30, 2008) 

ruilicip•t<d tho! WIt"""""' ~••• i""nuU oompi,;,m ~Wd bo rerol><d by Jlliy I, 2008, 

the first day of the firlt quarter of fiscal year 2009. (Tr. at 497:9-16, 500: I 0-501:19, Pl.-Int. Ex. 

JJ.) 

Crothers, as ie City's Chief Diversity and EEO officer, was the official in DCAS 

responsible for complance oversight of the EEO activities of the City's 40 mayoral agencies, 

including the FDNY, rom July 2007 through her retirement in May 2011. (Tr .. at 474:6-475:3, 

515 :3-7.) In that capfcity, Crothers reviewed the complaint investigation reports created by the 

FDNY EEO Office an~ submitted by Assistant Commissioner Phillips. Crothers testified that the 

FDNY's standard pral tice of anticipating that all complaint investigations would be completed 

in 90 days was a con em for her, and recalled that the FDNY EEO Office "often did not meet 

[its] goal[s]," noting that the 328 active complaint investigations listed on the FDNY's report of 
' 
I 

investigations active cluring the third quarter of fiscal year 2008 were "a very large number of 

cases compared to thl staff they had." (Tr. at 500:10-501 :19, Pl.-Int. Ex. JJ.) One complaint 

included in the third duarter 2008 time extension log had been filed on February 12, 2004, yet 

remained unresolved ls ofMarch 31,2008. (Tr. at 496:23-497:8, Pl.-Int. Ex. JJ.) In time 
I 

I 

I 
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extension logs submi ed by the FDNY from 2007 until some point in fiscal year 20 I 0, the FDNY 

EEO Office listed "co plaint backlog" as the "special circumstance" necessitating an extension 

of time for every over, ue complaint investigation. (See Pl.-Int. Exs. JJ, LL.) 

On January I, 2010, the beginning of the third quarter of the 2010 fiscal year, Cassano, 

I 

formerly the FDNY's Fhief of Department, became Commissioner, replacing Commissioner 

Nicholas Scoppetta. ~Tr. at 849:12-850:7.) As Commissioner Cassano explains it, he took office 

I 

and determined that ie EEO Office's complaint investigation backlog was a problem, and 

ordered Assistant Cor:· 'ssioner Phillips to clear it. (Tr. at 864:21-866:3.) The facts tell a 

somewhat different st ry. 

I 

Long before Commissioner Cassano took office,36 and even while the FDNYEEO 

Office's complement If staff attorneys fell 75% from mid-2008 (approximately the start of the 

first quarter of the Cil' s 2009 fiscal year) to August 20 I 0 (approximately the start of the first 

quarter of the City's lo 11 fiscal year), the FDNY EEO Office began significantly reducing its 

backlog of overdue cdmplaint investigations. (Tr. at 765:22-766:4.) Time extension logs show 

I 

that the FDNY EEO Qffice ended the fourth quarter of the 2008 fiscal year on June 30, 2008, 

with 275 overdue co plaint investigations, but reduced the backlog to 201 overdue complaint 

investigations by the nd of the fourth quarter of the 2009 fiscal year on June 30, 2009. (See 

Pl.-Int. Ex. LL.) A year later, the FDNYEEO Office ended the fourth quarter of the 2010 fiscal 

I 

year with 63 overdue ~omplaint investigations. (IQJ From mid-2008, a year and a half before 
I 

' 

Commissioner Cassa 
1 

o took office, through June 30, 2010, seven months into Cassano's tenure, 

36 Both Assistant C~Jmmissioner Phillips and Commissioner Cassano recalled that around the time Cassano 
became Commissioner in 1anuary 2010 there were roughly 190 to 200 backlogged complaint investigations. (Tr. 
at 769:10-770:3, 865:17-2P..) The parties did not submit the FDNY's time extension logs for the second quarter of 
fiscal year 2010, which ended on December 31,2009, so it is not possible for the court to independently verify that 
number. It is unclear whe\her this number refers to all open complaint investigations, or just those older than 90 
days. 
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Assistant Commission r Phillips reduced the FDNYEEO Office's overdue complaint 

I 

investigation backlogly 77%. (Mh) At the time of Cassano's testimony, the FDNYhad 25 

overdue complaint in 
1
estigations pending. (fr. at 865:21-866:3) 

The statisticatlcline in the complaint investigation backlog is misleading, however. 

Although Assistant C · ssioner Phillips and her staff did achieve real gains in reducing the 

FDNY EEO Office's cbmplaint investigation backlog, the numerical reduction is largely the 

result of superficial aJcounting changes and not indicative of actual improvements in the EEO 

Office's capacity to i+estigate and resolve complaints of discrimination. 

Phillips testifidd that she was able to reduce the FDNY EEO Office's complaint 

I 

investigation backlog In a few different ways. First, Phillips testified that she changed the EEO 

Offi~·· """"'' of 1wtiog fM O«toio - of oomphri<rt io-... 0~. "'""""' 

Commissioner Phillip~ testified, that in the past, investigators who discovered workplace 

conditions that violatr the EEO laws during compliance inspections would open a separate 

complaint investigatiT against every FDNY employee in the facility where the EEO violation 

was found, though eaT investigation related to the same underlying facts. (Tr. at 820:1-25.) 

Phillips changed polir in 2009 and directed her attorneys to open a complaint investigation 

against only the manafer in an FDNY facility where an EEO violation is found. (Mh) Phillips 

also changed the EEO Office's method of accounting for investigations of complaints that are 

based on alleged violJtions of multiple EEO laws. Previously, if a complainant believed that he 
I 

I 

had been discriminater against on the basis of age, race, and gender, for example, the EEO 

Office would open a siparate complaint investigation for each of the three asserted EEO 

violations. (Tr. at 828:9-829:1.) Phillips changed policy and directed her attorneys to open 

I 

I 
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only one complaint i vestigation where the complainant alleged multiple violations of the EEO 

laws. 

These accoun ing changes allowed Phillips to close numerous investigations that were 

duplicative of each o er because they were based on the same underlying facts, but the changes 

did not result in an a· tual reduction in the EEO Office's complaint resolution workload. 

Although the decisio to collapse several open complaint investigations into one investigation 

decreased the number_ of complaints reported by the EEO Office to DCAS, the EEO Office was 

still required to invesrgate the same set ofunderlying facts. (Tr. at 822:5-823:8.) Thus, the 

accounting changes rd not affect the amount of work that the EEO Office was required to 

complete. (Id.) Instead, the accounting changes obscure the degree to which the statistical 

reduction in the FD+'s complaint investigation backlog reflects actual work performed by the 

EEO Office, and makbs it difficult to compare complaint investigation statistics that pre-date the 

accounting changes t~ those affected by them. At trial, Assistant Commissioner Phillips agreed 

that current complaiJt investigation backlog statistics are not directly comparable to those pre

dating the accountin~ changes because they are "apples and oranges." (MJ 

Second, in No~ember 2009, Assistant Commissioner Phillips implemented a policy of 

screening new complfints filed with the EEO office during weekly staff meetings to determine 

whether a new complrint raised EEO concerns. (Tr. at 785: 12-787:4.) Ibis represented a 

change from the EEO Office's prior practice of assigning all complaints to attorneys for 

investigation. (Id.) Jnder the new policy Phillips and her staff make a threshold determination 

that a complaint relaJes to an EEO question based on the initial complaint itself, including an 

intake interview ifthJ complaint is presented orally, and without conducting any further 

investigation. (I d.) I} Phillips and her staff determine that the matter does not relate to an EEO 
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concern based on the initial information they obtain during intake, no case file is opened. (Ili) 

This is so even thou EEO complaints are not necessarily submitted by individuals who are 

•~gored by Wmimmf<ory """""' lml oho by "mmd'"" rep<>rto~"-FDNY managers and 

supervisors who are ~equired by the FDNY EEO Policy to advise the EEO Office of an EEO 

issue of which they b~come aware. (Tr. at 783:12-785:11, Def. Ex. 20.) As a result, not all 

complaints of discrim~nation against FDNY employees are investigated, and some are rejected 

bof~ p<><ooti" W+ of rulogo&y """"""""" oomfuct "' ''"""'""" " tlre """"'''"' 

facts reported bym,dated reporters are independently determined. (Tr. at 787:18-789:3.) 

It is unlikely, i!J.owever, that much of the FDNY EEO Office's backlog of overdue 

complaint investigati Ins was attributable to complaints actually unrelated to legitimate EEO 

allegations. Subject- atter screening and weekly staff meetings with investigators were among 

the changes recomme ded by Crothers to Assistant Commissioner Phillips as a way to avoid 

creating an overdue omplaint investigation backlog. (Tr. at 498:2-500:7.) But Crothers also 

noted that a DCAS a~dit of some of the FDNY's EEO complaints filed before July I, 2007 

determined that "ma~be 17 out of 23 or so" complaints stated a claim for discrimination on their 

I 

face. (Tr. at 501 :23-502:5.) Of the other complaints audited by DCAS, "there was insufficient 

I 

data to know if (they] i also stated claims." (IQ) Even before Assistant Commissioner Phillips 

implemented this neJ screening policy, Crothers had determined that the FDNY EEO Office's 

efforts to screen comJlaints for EEO jurisdiction "did not seem to be a problem" (ill,), and 
I 

thought that the EEO Office opened investigations for complaints that did not allege an EEO 

violation "probably oecasionally" (Tr. at 507:18-21). To the extent the FDNYEEO Office now 

emphasizes rejecting, before any investigation is performed, those complaints whose relationship 

to an EEO concern is I unclear, that practice creates a substantial risk that the EEO Office will 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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reject meritorious complaints and be seen by employees as hostile to complaints of 

discrimination. As Clrothers explained, "somebody might make a complaint that was not in fact 

in the EEO complain I[, but] [s]ometimes you only find that out during investigation." (Tr. 

at 498:9-18.) 

Finally, and · ost importantly, Phillips reallocated resources within the EEO Office to 

focus on complaint i estigations and reduce the backlog. As Assistant Commissioner Phillips 

explained at trial, sh and her staff put in "a whole lot of hard work": 

When I say h rd work, I mean attorneys-! had a war room and I put people in 
there and we worked on them and we worked on them and we worked on them 
and we spent ime during the holidays and we worked on them and we worked on 
them, and we conducted investigations and we interviewed people and we drafted 
memos and .e reviewed, but it really-! looked at reviewing, purging, merging 
and distinguiShing cases and that's how I got it down. 

(Tr. at 821; 15-23.) diane Crothers agreed: 

LOSS lA: Subsequent to your review of the FDNY EEO office, it decreased 
the backlog, c rrect? 

CROTHERS: Yes. 

LOSS lA: When did that happen, to the best of your recollection? 

CROTHERS: Quarter by quarter by quarter. They went from about, what was it, 
247, somethi'f like that, down to the most recent quarter, I think about 31.37 They 
worked on it. I I couldn't recall exactly which quarters it was. It was generally 
just quarter by quarter by quarter, a lot of overtime, a lot of focusing. 

I 

(Tr. at 502:6-503:17.) 

Assistant Cotssioner Phillips testified that the EEO Office's workload did not decline 

while the Office worked to reduce the complaint backlog and the hiring freeze reduced her staff. 

(Tr. at 765:22-770:3. One ofthe responsibilities of staff attorneys in the EEO Office is 

conducting complian e inspections of FDNY workplaces, including firehouses, EMS stations, 

37 Crothers later clalrified that she could not recall whether the 31 cases were the total number of active 
complaint investigations dr just the number of overdue complaint investigations. (Tr. at 506:8-25.) 
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andcivilianofficespres. (Tr. at754:25-755:13, 766:5-10.) WhentheEEOOfficewas 

regularly performing compliance inspections it inspected approximately six to eight facilities a 

month. (Tr. at 832:ld-833:4.) In order to make resources available for complaint investigation 

work, Phillips was foked to stop performing compliance inspections of FDNY facilities in 2009. 

I 

(Tr. at 765:22-767:22r 798:17-799:5.) As Phillips explained: "You can't do everything. So you 

have to prioritize." (Tr. at 833:5-23.) Commissioner Cassano testified that, in order to fill the 

I 

enforcement gap created when the EEO Office ceased EEO compliance inspections of FDNY 

facilities, he tasked Br with looking for EEO violations during its periodic surprise inspections 

of firehouses for alcoll.ol. (Tr. at 867:3-13.) There is no indication, however, that BITS 

investigators were gijen specialized EEO enforcement or investigations training required by the 

Citywide EEO Polic](Tr. at 787:5-17; see also Def. Ex. 19), and it is unclear whether the BITS 

inspections actually suited in the EEO Office opening any EEO complaint investigations. After 

the EEO Office stoppld performing regular compliance inspections, the single vehicle that had 

been assigned to the it to allow its investigators to travel to the FDNY's far-flung firehouses 

and EMS stations wa re-assigned. (Tr. at 766:12-767:22.) The EEO Office must now put its 

name on a list to check vehicles out of the FDNY's motor pool in order to conduct compliance 

inspections. (Tr. at 911 :21-919:20.) 

It is impossibl to measure the extent of the EEO Office's "real" reduction in its 

complaint investigati n backlog because the EEO Office's complaint investigation accounting 
I 

' 

changes prevent the churt from meaningfully comparing recent complaint investigation statistics 

to those pre-dating thl accounting changes. Nonetheless, the evidence shows that the "real" 

I 

reduction in the EEO Office's complaint investigation backlog-however large it may be-is 

attributable to the EE~ Office's single-minded focus on complaint investigation and resolution 
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to the neglect of its o er responsibilities. At its current staffing level the FDNY EEO Office 

cannot sustain this fobus on complaint investigation unless it continues to neglect its other 

-~· =poMifiliti~. 
Commissione~ Cassano's response to Assistant Commissioner Phillips's efforts toward 

reducing the complaikt investigation backlog could not have been reassuring to the staff in the 

EEO Office. In March 20 11, after Assistant Commissioner Phillips had dramatically reduced a 

"""'"' of~- +¢&o< i="tigmioo• ., mru.ritol •~ h0< pred=ro. "'"''"' doop 

cuts in her staff, Co "ssioner Cassano decided to replace her, and stopped meeting with her 

altogether. Cassano 

[A]fter I took over the Commissionership job and we saw, we saw the backlog of 
cases and I th ught maybe it was time to make a change. I waited a while longer 
before I really looked to post for the position and there was a, a case to me that 
was very trou"bling, the way it was handled, and I decided that I wanted to change 
the leadership~ in the EEO office. 

(Tr. at 909:4-910: 13.) The court is not in a position to assess Assistant Commissioner Phillips's 

overall job perform ce, and lacks information concerning the "troubling" case Commissioner 

Cassano cited as one of the reasons he decided to replace her. But Commissioner Cassano's 

suggestion that Assis~ant Commissioner Phillips bears responsibility for the FDNY EEO Office's 

complaint investigatiJn backlog is extraordinary and misplaced. Even more extraordinary, 

however, is Cassano'rl attempt to claim credit for reducing that backlog. During testimony 

Cassano explained: 

! 

Well, the EE office, the commissioner reports directly to the fire commissioner, 
and I oversee it. I'm very actively involved in it, and I'm certainly doing a good 
job since I b came the commissioner. And when we first-when I first came 
aboard we w re made aware that there was a very large backlog of cases. I 
personally go involved and told the EEO office that one of my goals was to clear 
up the backlo~ as quickly as possible while still doing thorough investigations; 
and we broug 

1 

t that down. 

(Tr. at 865:2-11.) I 
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The EEO Offi1e's efforts to reduce the complaint investigation backlog were already well 

underway by the time Cassano became Commissioner and "personally got involved." The 

evidence shows that fissistant Commissioner Phillips inherited a large complaint investigation 

I 

backlog from her prercessor, and achieved real gains in reducing that backlog despite 

significant reductions lin the EEO Office's staffing level only through becoming personally 

involved in complaint I investigations and persuading her staff to work overtime and give up their 

holidays. Though AsJistant Commissioner Phillips occupies a senior position in the FDNY 

hierarchy and, theorehcally, reports directly to the Fire Commissioner, Phillips and her deputy 

were forced to take oJ the responsibilities and work that would have been assigned to the EEO 

"'"""'' '"ff ottorn, m "'"'" "' d= "" -"'"" .. """''"""" ""'hlog. (f<. " 833 >5-23.) 

Commissioner Cass o, however, essentially ignored Assistant Commissioner Phillips's request 

for more resources to meet the EEO Office's needs. 

B. Defici ncies in the EEO Office 

The evidence resented at trial shows that the FDNY's EEO Office is hobbled by serious 

resource deficiencies rhich prevent it from adequately ensuring that the FDNY complies with 

federal, state, and Ci EEO laws and policies, and with the court's orders in this case. 

1. Failure to Assess Firefighter Recruitment and Selection Devices for 

Adverse hnpact 

Pursuant to th City Charter and the City EEO Policy issued by Mayor Bloomberg and 

I 

DCAS in 2005, the mandate ofEEO Offices in City agencies, including the FDNY, is broad, and 

0 I d I 0 0 I 0 0 00 dth f I 0 fi me u es comp amt mvestigatiOn, trammg, an e assessment o emp oyment practices or 

barriers to EEO, inciJding employee recruitment, hiring, retention, and compensation. (Tr. 

I 

at 775:11-18, 775:25f78:7, Def. Ex. 19.) The City EEO Policy specifically requires each City 

I 

I 
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agency to prepare an nual EEO plan. (Tr. at 778:8-780:2, Def. Ex. 19 at 12.) According to 

the Citywide EEO Po1icy issued by Mayor Bloomberg in 2005, 

[e]ach agend head or, at his or her direction, the agency EEO officer and/or 
personnel offiper, should review agency statistical information (including total 
employment !!fd new hires and promotions, by race/ethnicity and gender), EEO 
complaints mlde during the previous fiscal year and the agency's employment 
practices, pol cies and programs. The agency head should then work with the 
EEO officer, the General Counsel and the personnel officer to identify: (1) 
whether there, are any barriers to equal opportunity within the agency; (2) the 
agency's obiiJations as a result of government grants and/or contracts; and (3) 
what, if any J corrective actions are required under court decrees and/or 
governmental rudits. 

(Def. Ex. 19 at 12-13;1 see Tr. at 776:14-777: 18.) Each agency's annual EEO plan 

I 

must, at a minrum, include ... 

A commitmen~ _that each agency will assess recruitment efforts to determine 
whether such e:fforts adversely impact any particular group .... 

A commitment that the agency will assess the manner in which candidates are 
selected for employment, to determine whether there is any adverse impact upon 
any particulat racial, ethnic, disability, or gender group. To the extent that 
adverse impac~ is discovered, the agency head will determine whether the criteria 
being utilized lare job-related. If the criteria are not job-related, the agency will 
discontinue uJing that method. Methods which diminish adverse impact will be 
preferred ove{ those with greater impact, provided that the agency's job-related 
aims are not crmpromised by using the method with a diminished impact. 

(Def. Ex. 19 at 13-14.) 

The annual E 0 plan is intended to serve as a kind of roadmap for the agency's EEO 

goals over the course fthe coming year. (Tr. at 779:21-24.) Nonetheless, in the last five years 

the FDNY EEO Offic4 has created an "annual" EEO plan only two or three times. (Tr. 

at 778:12-779:20.) 1ven when the FDNYhas created an annual EEO plan, the FDNYEEO 

Office has never revie!wed its performance to determine whether the FDNY met the goals it set in 

the annual EEO plan. I (Tr. at 779:25-780:2.) 
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The FDNY ha consistently failed to comply with those portions of the Citywide EEO 

Policy requiring the ~DNY to commit to assessing its firefighter recruitment and hiring 

procedures for advede impact. The FDNY EEO Office rarely has any contact with the FDNY's 

Recruitment division lt all and Assistant Commissioner Phillips has never met with Assistant 

C-~~--+·· (T<. •!824,25-825' 14.) Tire M&•Mt ,_,.ooodb< EEO "'"" 

not sit on the PRB, 1 no one who sits on the PRB is directly responsible for ensuring that the 

PRB complies with ~f EEO laws. (fr. at 673: 17-25.) Assistant Commissioner Queenan 

testified, however, that she considers it her responsibility, as a member of the PRB, to ensure 

that the PRB's decisiJns are fair and are not made on the basis of race. (fr. at 661:15-662: 17.) 

Each of the current o!l former PRB members who testified said that, in their experience, the PRB 

never made a decisio about a candidate on the basis ofrace. (fr. at 103 :8-104:6, 560:16-18, 

863:15-21, 895:9-13.) But while none of those PRB members perceived the PRB's decisions as 

discriminatory, it is +disputed that neither the EEO Office nor any other unit within the FDNY 

analyzes the decisions made by the PRB to determine whether the PRB has been consistent in its 

decision-making, or ihether particular racial or ethnic groups are disproportionately 

disadvantaged by the PRB's decisions. (Tr. at 678:25-680:1,684:20-23, 824:3-825:14.) The 

EEO Office has entiJy failed to examine the CID's or PRB's roles in the firefighter hiring 

P~= ID ~~• 1 ~l"tioo ""'~' f~ •""~"lmp•ct. (T<. "' 824'3~25' 14.) 

Currently, the1FDNY EEO Office's operations are limited to investigations of complaints 

I 

of discrimination by ~DNY employees, conducting EEO compliance inspections of FDNY 

facilities (resources plrmitting), providing EEO training to FDNY employees, and acting on 

I 

requests for reasonable accommodation from FDNY employees with disabilities or religious 
I 

requirements. (fr. at 1754:5-12.) 
I 
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2. CID and PRB Record-Keeping Policies Prevent Adverse Impact Analysis 

FDNY records reflect that a candidate was not appointed because he or she was rejected 

by the PRB with a "CrS" designation code, which means "considered, not selected." (Tr. 

at 49:7-15.) But the iDNY does not record in an easily accessible format whether a candidate 

was evaluated by the rRB and allowed to proceed to the next step of the hiring process. The 

FDNY does not keep an accessible record of all candidates who are submitted by the Director of 

CID '" """~by ""I PRB, " oftlre re"""""""'~ gi-by ""' m=to• ofCID " ofilio 

Assistant Commissiorr for Human Resources, or the Chief of Uniformed Personnel. (Tr. 

at 663:4-665: 13.) Thl only record of a consideration report sent to the PRB is kept in a 

candidate's investiga~ion file, and the FDNY would need to individually review every 

I 

investigation file to i ntity all candidates evaluated by the PRB, and the recommendations given 

fficials. (MJ As counsel for the City and Plaintiff-Intervenors 

demonstrated in ex "ning Plaintiff-Intervenors' expert witness, Joel Wiesen, Ph.D. (see. e.g., 

Tr. at 133 :7-145:14), and the City's expert witness, Christopher Erath, Ph.D. (see. e.g., Tr. 

at 715:14-718: I 0, 72 :6-724:20, 727:20-742:23, 743:3-25. ), it is extremely difficult to conduct 

a scientifically rigorous assessment of the impact of a particular post-examination selection 

device on candidates lf different racial and ethnic groups without the ability to compare the 

trea~ent of a group Jf candidates to the entire universe of candidates who are subjected to that 

selection device. (Se~ also Tr. at 664:7-17.) 

' 

The FDNY's r~cordkeeping policies are a barrier to assessing the FDNY's post-

examination selection~ devices for adverse impact, including: (I) the Director ofCID's selection 

of individual candidaws for consideration reports; (2) the recommendations provided by FDNY 

employees to the PRBI; and (3) the decisions made by the PRB as to particular firefighter 
I 

I 
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candidates. Unless Je FDNY's record-keeping policies are changed the FDNY will be unable to 

assure the court of its, compliance with federal, state, and City EEO laws and policies. 

3. j Chronic Lack of Resources 

The evidence hows that the FDNY EEO Office remains chronically under-resourced and 

over-burdened despit11 repeated pleas from City officials--both inside and outside of the FDNY

for increased staffing The FDNY is a massive employer: 11,000 firefighters, over 3,000 EMS 

personnel, and rough1y 2,000 civilians work for the City of New York under the auspices of the 

FDNY. (Tr. at 851:2 6.) The FDNY's employees are by far its greatest expenditure: 90% of the 

FDNY's $1.6 billion ludget goes to pay for its day-to-day operations, including salaries. (Tr. 

at 851 :7-13.) 

Yet the FDNYJunit charged with ensuring equal employment opportunity for the FDNY's 

16,000 workers is tin , by comparison. When Assistant Conunissioner Phillips took over the 

I 

FDNY EEO Office, 13 people---0.08% of the FDNY's total workforce-worked in the FDNY's 

I 

EEO Office. (Tr. at T3 :2-25.) During her tenure that number has declined even further, and 

permanent, career erriployees have been replaced by temporary workers. As a hiring freeze 

caused the EEO Officb to lose several attorneys in 201 0, Phillips raised concerns about the 

effect of these reductilns with Conunissioner Cassano and First Deputy Conunissioner Donald 

Shrlrud ( "Sh•cla••+ (f '· " 764' 9-21.) FDNY offici"' oq>l"""' to ""'""" Commi•moo~ 
Phillips that "every upit was taking a hit and every unit was not able to fill vacancies." (Tr. 

I 

at 765:7-21.) Ultima(ely, Phillips was allowed to hire two temporary attorneys in November 

I 

2010. (Tr. at 771 :20-r72:7.) 

Assistant Comrussioner Phillips was not the only City official to complain about the 
I 

I 

FDNY EEO Office's lrck of resources. During her tenure at DCAS, Diane Crothers determined 
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that the FDNY EEO ce' s low number of staff attorneys and their "very heavy training 

assignment" were ba riers to the FDNY's compliance with DCAS EEO complaint investigation 

policies. (Tr. at 498:~-500:7, 504:13-506:2.) Crothers recommended to First Deputy 

Commissioner Shac,ai and Assistant Commissioner Phillips that the FDNYhire additional staff 

attorneys for the EE1 Office and modifY the duties of the current staff attorneys. (Tr. at 504:13-

506:2.) In response to Assistant Commissioner Phillips's and Crothers's concerns, 

Commissioner CassJo allowed Assistant Commissioner Phillips to hire just one full-time 

I 

attorney to fill one ofre vacant attorney positions during March 2011. (Tr. at 504:13-

506:2, 764:22-765 :6.f But this was only at the cost of moving one of Phillips's temporary staff 

attorneys to a non-attorney administrative position. (Tr. at 830: 11-831 :2.) Consequently, the 

number of staff atto,eys in the EEO Office remained the same. 

Assistant Corssioner Phillips testified that the loss of staff attorneys had a significant 

impact on the EEO Oice' s ability to meet its responsibilities. 

TilE COURTi Okay. And in terms of processing the EEO complaints that 
you have thatl are open, how has this diminution of available personnel affected 
the processin~ of those complaints, if at all in terms of time -

PHilliPS: I Yeah. You can't do everything. So you have to prioritize. So 
the - I cut d~wn on the compliance inspections. In fact, they are pretty much 
nonexistent for over a year, a year and-a-half, and focus on the investigations and 
the training ktd the reasonable accommodation. So assigning the case and 
having them itvestigated in a timely manner is impacted by the number of people 
that we have. We had a larger case load. For a while, I was operating from -
from August . r September of 2010 until March of this year, I had one attorney 
having to do i all of the investigations. Of course, we all pitched in and the 
deputies startfd investigating and I was helping. But it takes longer to conduct 
the investigatJon, interview the witnesses, prepare the memorandum if you have 
one. or two per

1 

pie versus if you have four or five. You can allocate the resources. 

(Tr. at 833.5-23.) 

CommissioneJ Cassano does not view the staffing level of the FDNY EEO Office as a 
I 

concern, however. 4en asked about the EEO Office's staff reductions, Cassano acknowledged 
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them, saying that "[t] ere has been a reduction in staff of all of my bureaus ... as one of my 

•=~. - lmd In 't "'o"PloofUoo• in th< EEO offi~." (f•. •1866,5·22.) Bu< c~=o 
opined that those cuts' were not "drastic" (id.), and he implied that additional staffing is not 

necessary to meet the EEO Office's needs: 

MILLER: Okay. With respect to the reduction in staff, did the reduction 
happen as the backlog was being addressed? 

CASSANO: Yeah. We-with less employees we cleaned up a lot more cases. So 
the-we made Ia focus of reducing the cases, and they did. 

(Tr. at 866:23-867:2.) 

Commissioner~ Cassano testified at trial that he had "just recently [] asked [his] 

commissioner for budget to restore some of those lines to bring the staffing level up." (Tr. 

at 866:5-22.) But thelcourt takes little solace in Commissioner Cassano's very recent decision to 

"add[] a couple morJ lines to bring the level up." (Ilh) Cassano's decision to add two 

employees to a unit a I under-staffed as the FDNY's EEO Office is little more than a token bid to 

placate the court and ere by avoid judicial supervision of the office within the FDNY 

responsible for ensuri g its compliance with the EEO laws. There is no indication that the 

staffing level of the FIDNY's EEO Office has ever been tied to an assessment of the resources the 

EEO Office needs to jnable it to meet its obligations. It is doubtful that even the thirteen 

employees Assistant Commissioner Phillips inherited from her predecessor (nearly 30% of which 

she has lost to a hirin~ freeze) would be sufficient to allow the EEO Office to meet all, or even 

most, of the consider11ble number of responsibilities the City EEO Policy assigns it. (Tr. 

I 

at 763:2-25; see also Def. Ex. 19.) Even with thirteen employees the FDNY's EEO Office racked 

up a considerable cotplaint investigation backlog and never assessed the FDNY's firefighter 

hiring practices, inci9ding post-examination selection devices, for adverse impact. Assistant 

Commissioner Phillip~ has testified that, at its current staffing level, the EEO Office does not 
I 

I 8o 
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to perform complian inspections ofFDNY facilities without the assistance of volunteer 

summer interns. (Tr[ at 798:17-799:5.) 

The FDNY ,EO Office lacks the resources to ensure that the FDNY meets its obligations 

under federal, state, and City EEO laws. It is isolated within the FDNY hierarchy, and is 

excluded from involtement in or influence over firefighter recruitment and the hiring process. 

Were the court to silply enjoin the City of New York from using discriminatory testing 

procedures to hire try-level firefighters, the FDNY EEO Office would not have the resources 

or institutional supp rt to be capable of ensuring the FDNY's compliance with that order. But 

perhaps more troubTg is the fact that the FDNY EEO Office is so hobbled that it lacks even the 

resources to timely irestigate, and thereby deter, acts of discrimination or retaliation against the 

black and Hispanic ~refighters who will join the ranks of the FDNY in the coming months and 

years. The City of!w York's commitment to equal employment opportunity in the FDNY-as 

exemplified by its in estment in the FDNY's own EEO Office-is sorely lacking. 

V. CONCLUSI N 

The court fiJs that the foregoing facts have been proven. A memorandum oflaw will 

follow. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: Brooklyn, New York 
September~ 2011 

' 

81 

s/Nicholas G. Garau:fis 

t!CHOLAS G. GARAUFIS 
nited States District Judge 

v 
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